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Interesting Dairy Plant.

Thirteen years ago Mr. Fred E. Lovejoy, a traveling salesman in Portland,
moved out to Allen's Corner, and took a
bouse and began rural life for the benetit of his health. lie bought a single
cow and the neighbors soon found out
that that cuw gave most excellent milk,
and they came after it in such numbers
that Mr. Lovejoy was compelled to add
another cow to his herd. This he kept
doing until be got 120 bead, one of the
finest herds in Maine, if not in New
England. Ele had a large and very valuable milk route in the city of Portland
and was doing a prosperous business,
when last summer tire came and destroyed his entire buildings, and Mr. Lovejoy being in poor health decided not to
rebuild, and set about to dispt ee of his
herd. About this time Mr. Seth P.
Sweetsir, an old time dairyman, who
had moved from New Gloucester into
Mr. Lovejoy's neighborhood, became interested in the proposition and purchased a third interest in the plant, now
known as the Home Dairy Company and
he was elected president, while Clifford
W. Lovejoy, son of the originator, was
chosen secretary and treasurer. They
organized with a capital stock of $10,OoO, purchased a set of buildiuga near
the site of the old stand, and commenced to build up a modern dairy plant.
To-day they have 50 tine cows, and are
building a tie-up 107 feet long ami 86
feet wide, that will accommodate 75
It will be fitted with the Kinu
cows.
ventilating system and will be thoroughly up to date in every respect. They
have two silos with a capacity of 250
tons, and have just harvested 22 acres of
Michigau dent corn, that stood an average of ten feet all over the iield. It
more than tilled the silo and another
will be a necessity.
season
more silos
They have in the farm 400 acres of the
best land in Cumberland County, and
auother season they are going to add
truck farming to their busiuess, as they
tiud that they can just as well handle
vegetables in selling milk as not. Mr.
Sweetsir is giving his entire attention to
produciug 400 quarts of milk per day
which sells readily to the best people iu
Portland for nine cents a quart. His
herd averages 10 quarts per day right
through the year. A Holstein heifer
three years old produce» 19 quarts per
day and has for some time. She cost
$50 as a two-year-old aud it is verv eaey
to see how long it will take for her to
pay for herself. Mr. Sweetsir is a most
discriminating handler and feeder of
his herd. Each and every cow looks
bright and in good working form. Ile
has discarded the method that was
adopted by the former superintendent
known as the Massachusetts plan of
high feeding and milking a cow eighteen
months and then sending her to the
block. Ile thinks it is a very wasteful
method. To be sure the same number
of cows will produce more milk in a
given length of time, but at a fearful
cost he thinks. He proposes to go back
to the old method of breeding his cows
aud having them freshen regularly and
believes that with proper care and attention be can improve them year by
year, for

a

niνu

period,

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker &. Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

dairy plant.
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New Discovery

we are

Crop.

The outlook for a continued quick
favorable.
market for the crop is
There is no question but the crop of the
country at large is considerably short of
last year, when it will be recalled the
available supply was all wanted and all
used. Hence the present crop will all
be needed and in active demand. But
tbat
no one should entertain the idea
extreme prices will prevail. The Farmer has frequently called attention to the
fact that importations hold down extreme prices. Already New York mer
chants, anticipating tbe short home
supply, are arranging for heavy importations to meet the demand. A· soon,
therefore, as the home price begins to
creep toward the dcllar mark the importations will come in and hold tbem
down.—Maine Farmer.

Jteer* moth illustrated cattluc of barTWa^niM *>th State nups mailed/»··**; »e
pay

picture
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Ax

The potato crop of this stite has now
been all safely covered in or marketed.
Without full statistics available to briug
forward iu support of the statement, it
perfectly safe to claim tbat never before in tbe history of potato growing in
the state was there ever harvested in
any one year, in the state as a whole, so
large a measure of this crop as grower·
this autumn have safely harvested.
This proves to be in line with what tbe
farmers claimed tu be the promise of
the crop near the close of the growing
Tbe crop is also of the very
season.
highest quality—ripe and mealy to perfection in cooking, absolutely free from
rot, smooth, good size, yet not overgrown. Iu fact it is difficult to name in
what way the quality of the crop could
be improved over its present condition.
The public do not yet comprehend
the extent of the increase in potato
production iu the state at large, outside
Aroostook County, in the last two or
three years. Farm papers outside tbe
state, and market reports, refer to the
crop of Maine potatoes as from Aroostook County. In fact, the aggregate
crop of market potatoes produced the
present year in the counties outside of
tbe noted Aroostook, good judges claim,
approximates closely to the quantity
grown in that famous county. Substantially all of the Aroostook crop
finds its initial outlet to market over the
13 A· A. railroad, which fact affords reliable statistics of the amount of the
crop from that county, while records of
transportation from tbe other couuties
Maine potaare not readily accessible.
toes on tbe market up to tbe present
have been drawn
time this season
largely from the other counties of the

Coate Here.

14

least.

the buildings,
also exact data of some of the definite work that Mr. Sweetsir is about to
take up. While some have thought that
nine cents was not enough for the class
of goods being produced, Mr. Sweetsir
believes that it is a paying price and as
his customers are all perfectly satisfied
with it he will not attempt to raise it,
for the present at least.—Turf, Farm
and Home.
a

Maine Potato

Rotuiuluc

at

Mr. Sweetsir does everything methodically the result of his experiment will b*
watched with not a little interest by up
to date dairymen.
Mr. Sweetsir will be remembered as a
former member of the executive committee of the Maine State Grange. He
is s'ill much interested in Grange work,
and gives all the attention to Grange
meeting's that he can spare from the engrossing cares of his herd. He is very
fortunate, we thiuk, in his new connections. Mr. Lovejoy, Jr., the secretary
and treasurer of the company, is a young
man full of enthusiasm for the work and
together they make a very strong team,
and there can be hut one result. Mr.
Sweetsir owns a small farm of thirty
acres where he lives opposite the home

Edgings,

KIBHT CLAN* FARE
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Qlve Cows

Variety.

Winter Condition.

It ie of prime importance to keep
youngtdalry stock in good flesh and in a
thrifty growing condition at all times.

At*thia season of the year, at the approach of trying winter weather, it is
also important to get all live stock in
good, ronnd flesh so that they will go
into winter quarters with a strong
physical constitution and be able to
hold up well all through the cold weather.
They should be somewhat fat, for
fat produces heat, and bodily heat is
necessary for the comfort and well being
of the animal in winter.
After the weakening effects of prolonged hot weather almost all farm animals are affected by the first cold of the
fall and early winter. They feel the
cold more then than at any other season
—just as we do. If in thin flesh and
not well housed they will shiver in
temperatures producing white frosts,
and no animal can make gains in growth
or producing power when its bodily heat
is so low that it will shiver from the
cold. There must be enough and a surplus to keep it warm, especially at
night, during the resting period.
Get the dairy cattle reasonably fat for
the coming cold weather. Feed them
liberally now and provide warm stalls
for them for the season when they must
be housed. A good, warm, dry stall for
a cow, either young or old, will often
pay for itself in one winter in the
The warmamount of feed it will save.
er and more comfortable the stall the
less heat producing feeds need be given.
Such stalls are indispensable for high
and constant milk yields with dairy
cows, and the beef animal that is kept
warm and comfortable will make as
much gains in winter as in summer.
This shelter comfort, too, is essential
For the uninterrupted development of
calves.
The fall season is a splendid time to
?et the animals in good flesh or fat for
winter while feeds are abundant. There
is nothing like new corn for fattening
til dairy stock. It should be fed sparingly at first and the animals carefully
ind frequently salted to prevent bloating and other bad results. After they
become used to it liberal feeds may be
<iven. Feed the whole stalk of corn—
jar, blades and all—since the entire corn
l>laut just at maturity contains much
raluable and easily digestible nutriment,
[f a number of hogs are to be fed new
:orn, the fodder from which the corn is
husked should be fed to the cattle immediately, while its feeding value it
high. Give them all they will clean up.
They will grow and fatten on it, and this
'ceding of corn fodder in season as long
is it will do to eut till late in October,
will save the clover and other hay for
nid-winter and spring feeding.
By gathering the earliest maturing
:orn as early as it will do to crib much
valuable corn stock pasture will be
ivailable for early use before the leaves
iecay or fall off. This is the time to
pasture corn stalks, not only for the
greater good it will do the animals to be
[>a*tured, but because the soil is drier
low than it will be later in the season
hence less injury in tramping.
Many farmers on account of lack of
ibelter are compelled to allow feeds to
remain in the tields till late in the seaion.
By feeding as much of these unhoused feeds as is practicable the dairy
stock will be put in good condition for
winter and a maximum amount of gain
ierived from such feeds that would
waste if allowed to remain in the fields.
—Turf, Farm and Elome.

Seventy-Seventh Volume.

The preseut issue of the Maine Farmsr opens a new volume—the seventyjeventh of the continuous publication of
this weekly journal of Maiue agriculture. For soventy-eix years the Farmer
bas been regularly laid each week, without a single failure, upon the tables of
its subscribers—a record reached by no
jtber weekly journal, devoted to the interests of agriculture, in the country under tbe same continuous name, and
without modification of purpose.
The Maine Farmer was started by a
class of intelligent, thoughtful farmers,
located in the ceuter of the advance
[arming of the state, who felt the necessity of a means of communication between mind and mind in their common
interests. Thus the paper came into
existence with the laudable mission of
being a journal of tbe farm and the farm
borne. From that mission it never has
seen cause to change, and never was so
largely and warmly supported in its field
}{ service as at this opening of a new
roluuie, and after the labors of more
than three-quarters of a century iu the
ine of the intelligence that brought it
Into existence.
T oit· is always a widening field for
igricultural thought and farm practice.
Eience always a need for such means of
:omrauuication an that which brought
existence,
into
Maine Farmer
the
farming presents itself to the intelligent mind in two phases—science and
practice. Each can be studied separately, yet in the business of farming they
must go hand in hand. While it is
necessary to understand and bring iuto
service a knowledge of the science· in·
volved in farming, yet no one can successfully carry on the business on a
knowledge of science alone. A knowledge of practical operations is quite as
necessary to successful results as of the
iciences involved. Science with practice is the combination called for in
reaching success in farming.
It was the necessity for a means of
iisseminating the advance knowledge
gained in these directions that brougfit
the Maine Farmer into existence. It
lias been the purpose throughout all
these years to Jay before Its readers the
ievelopments of science in relation to
farming, and also to keep pace with it
t>y giving a knowledge of the latest and
t>est practices brought out in farm
operations. This is its policy at the
present time, thus continuing it, as has
so long been its policy in the past, a
Journal of Farming.—Maine Farmer.

Encourage Your Horse.
The fact that, with few exceptions,
til animals enjoy human companionship
tnd that the horse ranks first in bis
appreciation of sociability is fully appreciated by all who understand equine
It is utterly impossible for a
nature.
trainer to gaiu the respect and contidence of his charges if he does not talk
to tbem. The amount and quality of
conversation used in giving commands
or In censuring the animal when a command has been misinterpreted is not
lutficient. Take advantage of every opportunity that offers to give your charge
a friendly word or pat; it will encourage
bim to greater efforts and incidentally
will place yoa on more friendly terms
with yourself.
The horse fully realizes when one
speaks to him kindly, and although
some so-called human beings may not
always appreciate the kindly tone, the
horse always does. The horse that
trusts his master will do anything he
can for him, which is not the promise of
The horse will do
a politician, either.
it or die. One of the secrete of all
skilled trainers and teachers is that a
low, well-modulated voice la much more
effective than harsh words or a vhip.
This Is most especially true of the aorse
whose sensitive, excitable nature makes
bim so miserable and unstrung when
angry words are yelled at him that he
lose· his head entirely, and the lesson
such words were intended to convey is
not only loat, but a bad effect is produced.—Spirit of the West, Dee Moines,
Iowa.

The feeder of dairy cows ought not
the mistake of supplying bis
I1 to make
cows with quantity enough of food as to
bulk but lacking in digestible qualities.
Variety is required in the food of the
'cow to give best results. She must be
AND AU THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
furnished with carbo-hydrates, proteins,
The man who buys bay and hauls it
the to bis farm is not so much less an
QUABAimoa^riSPAOXOXq fat and water in order to maintain
M { waste, produce milk, keep up tbe beat economist than the man who sells hay
OB MONET REFUNDED.
: of the body, and as in case of tbe young off the
farm, though he seems like the
cow, add growth. Remember tbat what- bigger fool right now.
The one is robof
cow
the
the
ever adds to
appetite
bing himself. The other ia robbing bis
We Do all Kind· of....
Farm
milk
yield also.—Turf,
children.—Turf, Farm and Home.
J adds to her
and Home.
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"It take· a certain amount of
master even a wheelbarrow."

push

to
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many other things.
Haggles was a poet He was
called a trump, but that was
only an elliptical way of say
lag that he was a philosopher, an artist, a traveler, a naturalist and a discoverer.
But, most of all, he was a
poet. In all his life he never wrote a
line of verse. lie lived his poetry. His
Odyssey would have beeu a limerick
had It been written. But, to linger

BESIDES

primary proposition, Haggles
poet.
Haggles' specialty had he been driv-

with the
was a

to Ink and paper would have beefl
sonnets to the cities. He studied cities
as women study their reflections in
mlriOrs, as children study the glue anil
sawdust of % dislocated doll, as the
men who write about wild animals
study the cages In the 100. A city to
Haggles was not merely a pile of bricks
en

and mortar peopled by a certain number of Inhabitants. It was a thing with
a soul characteristic and distinct, an
Individual conglomeration of life, with
Its own peculiar essence, flavor and
feeling. Two thousand miles to the
north and south, east and west Hag
gles wandered In poetic fervor, taking
the cities to his breast. He footed it
on dusty roads or sped magnificently
in freight cars, counting time as of no
account. And when he had fouud the
heart of a city and listened to its se

could bold It up and view Its Bhape and
structure, as he familiarly and often
contemptuously had done with other
toàns. The houses were interminable
ramparts loopholed for defense; the
people were bright but bloodless specters passing in sinister and seiilsb ar-

ray.
The thing that weighed heaviest on
Haggles' soul ani clogged his poet's
fancy was the spirit of absolute egotism that seemed to saturate the people as toys are saturated with paint.
Each one that he considered appeared
a monster of abominable and insolent
conceit
Humanity was gone from
them. They were toddling idols of
stone and varnish, worshiping themselves and greedy for, though oblivious
of, worship from their fellow graven
Images. Frozen, cruel, Implacable, Im

In the reluctaut murble.
Gradually Haggles became conscious
of certain types. One was an elderly
gentleman with a snow white, short
beard, pink, unwrlnkled face and
stony, sharp blue eyes, attired In the
fashion of a

glided youth, who.seemed

to

The
embrace of the undecipherable.
chill, sphinx-like, ironical, illegible, unnatural, ruthless expression of the city
left him downcast and bewildered
Had It no heart? Better the wood pile,
the scolding of vinegar faced housewives at back doors, the kindly spleen
of bartenders behind provincial free
lunch counters, the amiable truculence
of rural eonstables, the kicks, arrests
and happy-go-lucky chances of the
other vulgar, loud, crude cities than
this freezing heartlessness.
Haggles summoned bis courage and
sought alms from the populace. Un-

regardless, they passed on
without the wink of an eyelash to testify th:rt they were conscious of his

heeding,

txisteuce. And then he said to himself
that this fair but pitiless city of Manhattan was without a soul, that its Inhabitants were manikins moved by
wires and springs and that he was
alone In a great wilderness.

white kid slippers and bidding Haggles sit before the roaring fireplace and
ilrink champagne with his pig's feet
and fried potatoes.
New Orleans had simply gazed down
He could
upon him from a balcony.
see her pensive, starry eyes and catch
the flutter of her fan. and that was all.
Only once he came face to face with
her.
It was at dawn, when she was
flushing the red bricks of the banShe
quette with a pail of water.
laughed and hummed a chansonnette
ind filled Haggles' shoes with Ice cold
water. Allons!
Boston construed herself to the poetic
Haggles in an erratic and singular
way. It seemed to him that he had
irunk cold tea and that the city was
ι white, cold cloth that had been bound
tightly around his brow to spur him
ίο some unknown but tremendous mental efTort And. after all, he came to
ihovel snow for a livelihood, and the
.-loth, becoming wet tightened its knots
ind could uot be removed.
Indefinite and unintelligible Ideas,
will say. but your disapprobation
should l»e tempered with gratitude, for
hose are poets' fancies—and suppose
rou had come upon them in verse!
One day Haggles came and laid siege
:o the heart of the great city of ManShe was the greatest of all.
hattan.
ind he wanted to learn her note in the

her with the other cities that
lad given him up the secret of their
individuality. And here we cease to
** Haggles' translator and become bis

range

turou Icier.

Haggles landed from

η

ferryboat

one

ami walked luto the cure of
:hc town with the blase air of a cosuopollte. He was dressed with cure
ο play the role of an "unideutlfled
liorn lug

nan." No country, race,, class, clique,
inion. party, clan or bowling assoHis
ciation could hove claimed him.
•lothlng. which had been donated to
lim piecemeal by citizens of different
leight, but same number of Inches

irou:>d the heart, was not yet as un■omfortuble to his figure as those specinens of raiment, self measured, that
ire railroaded to you by transconti·
ι îental tailor « with η suitcase, suspend>rs, silk handkerchief and pearl studs
is
a bonus.
Without money, as a
)oet should be. but with the ardor of
in astronomer discovering a new stat
in the chorus of the Milky way or a
man who has seen Ink suddenly ilow

from his fountain pen. Haggles
dered into til? great city.
Lute in the afternoon he drew out ol
the roar and commotion with u look
of dumb tgrror on bis couutenance.
He was deputed, puzzled, discomfited,
Other cities had been to
frightened
him us long primer to reud, as country
maidens quickly to fathom, as send·
wan-

price-of-subscription-with-answer

re-

buses to solve, as oyster cocktails to
swallow, but here was one as cold,
glittering, serene, impossible as a four
curttt diamond in a window to a lover
outside fingering damp'ν In his pocket
his ribbon counter «alary.
The greetings of the other cities he
had knowu—their homespun kindliness, their human gamut of rough

charity, friendly curses, garrulous cu
rloslty and easily estimated credulity
or ludiffereuce. This city of Manhat

tan gave him no clew. It was walled
against him. Like a river of adamant.
It flowed past hhn In the streets. Never
an eye was turned upou him. No voice
spoke to yiin. Ills heart yearned for
the clap of Pittsburjj's sooty baud on
his shoulder, for Chicago's meuuciug
but social yawp In his ear, for the
pale and eleemosynary stare through
the Rostonlan eyeglass, even for the
precipitate but unmallclous boot toe
of Louisville or St. Louis.
On Broadway Raggles, successful
suitor of many cities, stood, bashful,
like any country swain. For the first
time he experienced the polgnaut humiliation of being ignored. And when

he tried to reduce this brilliant, swiftly
changing, Ice cold city to α formula he
failed utterly. Poet though be was, It
offered him no color, no similes, no
points of comparison, do flaw la Its
Dollahed facets, no handle by which he

\

Romance.

By MARGARET FOX.

^

|£

1908, by Associated
Literary Preu.

ion.
But she was wise enough to recoguize the time old truth that "beggars
cannot be choosers" and to accept it
graciously. As α dependent orphan
she had little voice in the ordering of

introspective.

A chance phrase or two caught his
attention. He read on without stopping to think of the breach of etiquette
that he was committing, and then.
having read through to the last, he
turned back to the beginning.
It was an Idyllic little fancy.
"In childhood he had been her playmate," Wolcott read. "Whenever she
skipped over the green of the fields It

He experienced the polynaul humiliation

of being ignored.
Raggies started to cruse the street
There was a blast, u roar, a hissing
iiid a crash as something struck hiui

hint over and over six
yards from where he had been. As he
was coming down like the stick of a
rocket the earth and all the cities
thereof turned to a fractured dream.
Haggles opened his eyes. First an
and

hurled

Jdor made Itself known to him, an
)dor of the earliest spring flowers of
paradise. And then a hand- soft as a
falling petal touched his brow. Bending over him was the woman clothed
like the princess of old, with blue
?yes, now soft and humid with human
sympathy. Under his bead on the
[lavement were silks and furs. With
Haggles' hat in his hand and with his
face pinker than ever from a vehement burst of oratory against reckless!
driving stood the elderly gentleman
who personified the city's wealth and
ripeness. From a nearby cafe hurried
the byproduct with the vast Jowl and
baby complexion, bearing a glass full
nf a crimson fluid that suggested de-

lightful possibilities.
"Drink this, sport," said the byproduct. holding the glass to Raggles'
lips.
Hundreds of people huddled around
lu a moment, their faces wearing the
deepest concern. Two flattering and
gorgeous |>ollcemen got Into the circle
■ nd pressed back the overplus of Samaritans. An old lady in a black shawl
spoke loudly of camphor; a newsboy
slipped one of his papers beneath Haggles' elbow where It lay on the muddy
pavement. A brisk young man with a
names.
uotebo^ was asking for
A beW clanged Importantly, and the
ambulance cleaned a lane through the
A cool surgeon slipped into
crowd,
the midst of affairs.
"Flow do you feel, old man?" asked
the surgeon, stooping easily to his task
The princess of silks and satins wiped
a red drop or two from Raggles' brow
with a fragrant cobvaeb.
"Me?" said Haggles, with a seraphic
smile. "1 feel tine."
He had found the heart of his new

city.

In three days they let him leave his
cot for the convalescent ward In the
hospital. He had been in there an
hour when the attendants heard sound·
of conflict.
Upon Investigation they
found that Raggles had assaulted and
damaged a brother convalescent a
glowering transient whom a freight
train collision had sent in to be patched
—

up.

"What's all this about?" Inquired the

bead nurse.

runnin' down me town,"

"He
said Raggles.
"What town," asked the narae.
"Noo York," said Raggles.
was

They Certainly Knp It Dusted.
Women in all lands are the custodians of speech. They preserve its
purity. To them must go much of the
iredlt of the improvement In American
English.—New York World.

was with her hand tight clasped in
his. If she slipped on the smooth cross
stones in the brook he pulled her up
with a Jerk, and they both iaugiel at
her dripping little figure. Th» *ther
children didn't hear him laugh to be
sure. In fact, they didn't k'nov 'aim.
because they never saw him. Tfc* little girl kept him all to herself, *fraid
to let any one else suspect his existence.

"They

often

wondered—the

poor.

blind, unimaginative other childrenwhy she liked to play so much by herself. Of course he nlways walked by
her side when they went to school—at
rst adorably shy, Just tagging on beInd; later, growing bolder and en
couraged by the little girl, he carried
her books with a swaggering air of
possession that delighted her heart.
"But for some Inexplicable reason as
the boy's shyness gradually evolved
into an attitude of debonair cocksure·
ness the girl lost all her daring and
assertlveness. She no longer took the
lead. Iu fact, in no time at all she

found herself following his lead,
times with a

some-

meekness of which she

wholly uueouscious atid again
with a strange mingling of fear and
tumultuous happiness that proclaimed
was

him master of her heart.
"But the boy because his power had
come to him so easily was careless of
ft. Besides, there were so many other
things that were more worth while
He told the girl about some of them
bbastingiy, expecting her to share his
enthusiasm. And because she seemed
to him Indifferent and no longer a comrade interested in the same things of
life he sought her less nnd less frequently, and at length they drifted

*

friend.

anything

more

He can never mean
to me." But ber heart

bad saidHe reread the last part of the confession and then, taking out bis pencil, wrote hurriedly.
"It theMnnn ever remembered," be
began, continuing the thread of the
story, "It was no wonder what bad become of his jolly little playmate and to

try to recall what It was that bad separated tbem. He was glad that be bad

hair,

'in

together."

"He loves her desperately," Dh'kle
said, "but he thinks she is wedded to

her career. He t«>ld me once that he
wouldn't dare ask su-li a woman to
share his ni< derate Income."
"And she Is longing to share it, only,
of course, a woman has to wait until a
man asks her. Oh, well"—and Antol·

j

than a seeress."
I upon me."
Otis threw his head back and laugh"That's ull very well for you to say.
"You have si I ed heartily. "Antoinette, you are a gloAntoinette grumbled.
rious little fraud." he said, "but that
roice like a siren."
j
"Oh. Tolnette." Charmlan proteste»! ball Is wonderful." And he reached
"a seeress and a siren! I'd so much I out his hand to take It.
But Antoinette's white hands waved
rather be Just a woman and lovabl· I
< blm back.
ind precious like you."
"Let me read what it says," she
Antoinette dimpled and then slgheil I
"But I'm not lovable to everybody.
\ murmured softly, "and you will think
Charmlan reached over and look on· I [t still more wonderful."
Otis lounged In his big chair lazily.
>f the small, plump hands In hers I
"Now, who is that sigh for, baby : I "Proceed," he said, then teaslugly,
"Have you told Dickie's fortune?"
die demanded. "And who doesn't lov»
"Dickie Is to
Antoinette uodded.
roll?"
said Antoinette un I marry a plump blond on the 14th of
"Otis

"YOU MAY BEAD THR END OF THE BTOB1
—MARION."
lie wntv'heO tier closely while she
rend it nnd noticed, with a great
founding of joy in his heart, how her
innd trembled as she came to the last

"The boy I've always loved," she
iwered softly, "and—the master of my
' leart."

an-

1

An Unexpected Customer.
Mrs. Lane, having discovered that
:here was a ready sale for tbe products
>f her clever fingers, spent all ber time
naklug small articles of fancy work
! 'or a store In a neighboring city. Natu■ally, with so much business on hand.
J :he minor details of housekeeping were

lometimes neglected, particularly Just
>efore tbe holidays, when orders came
hick and fast.
One morning long suffering Mr. Lane,
:lad only in bis uightclotbes, appeared
He held In his
( it his wife's bedside.
( mtstretched
hand a email decorated
>bject which Mrs. Lane recognized
raguely as some of her own work.
"Bess," demanded tbe intruder, "what
I want
( loes this contraption sell for?
,ο

buy it."

"What Is It?" asked Mrs. Lane, feei| ng pleased that her husband was at
| ast showing interest In her work.
"It's a kite shaped thing with a rib-

| κ>η tail all feathered out with safety
j jins," replied the would be purchased.
! 'What's the
price?"
"Fifty cents. But why In the world
, lo you want It?"
"I want It for the safety pins," reI >lied Mr. Lane, "because every solitary
] )utton has been washed off all my un, lerclothes."

Franklin'· Diplomacy.

In old Lyme. Conn., is one of the eel·
< ibrated Franklin milestones which In
] .770 saw Washington pass Into Lyme
( m his way from Cambridge after the
] British had evacuated Boston. Frank
| in measured the miles by a machine
, >f his own Invention attached to his

>hnise, the ancestor of our cyclometer.
] !n "Old Paths and Legends of the New
; England Border" Katharine M. Abbott
( fives this story of a visit Mr. Franklin
ι nade In Lyme:
When on one of his frequent Jour·
ι leys over the post road from I'hiladel
| >h(a to Boston he arrived at an inn not

,

I ar from Lyme one frosty night,
1 franklin found every Inch of the blaz< ng log pre-empted by village polltiand thereupon
< ians swapping news
< >rdered a peck of oysters for his horse,
["he entire company followed the land
I ord to see the miracle. When mine
I lost returned to say that the horse reI used to feed on oysters Franklin was
< llscovered ensconced in the warmest
< 'orner, quite reconciled to a meal off
I he oysters himsolf.
Paulin· Lucca and th· Emperor.
The Emperor William I. was an enhusiastlc admirer of Mme. Pauline
L.ucca, who in 1803 was appointed
:ourt singer for life at Berlin. When
ippoarlng in opera the great singer
ilways had a cup of tea without sugar
luring the performance, her maid
iwaiting an opportunity to hand it to
One night the maid
1er lu the wings.
isked "an old officer"—as she after·
vard explained—standing in the wings
ο hold the cup while she fetched an
•marnent for Mme. Lucca from her
Iressing room, but before she came
tack the singer bad run into the wings
or her tea and found the Emperor
nillam holding the cup for her! "The
mperor smiled aud handed me the
up," said Mme. Lucca, telling the
tory, "and never did tea without aug
,r taste so eweet!"—Westminster Oa-

hand tight whenever the turbulent waters came near sweeping her on with
them.
"If the man ever remembered"—
And here the fine spun fancy came
to a full stop owing probably to some

Just

Antoinette?"

I'm
Cbarmian."
be different."
I
Two heads being better than one,
"What you need Is to be your own I
denr self." Charmlan stated. "Every- Antoinette emerged from the Interview
radiant.
body loves you."
If your
"Everyl>odv doesn't," Antoinette con I "Your brains aren't chubby
"At least"- She stopped body Is." was the praise she bestowed
tradlcted.
should have
suddenly.
I upon Dickie, "and I never
Charmlan teased thought of that way of bringing them
Dickie

a woman

ouite anart.
"But the girl never forgot She followed Ills career from afar and was
proud of all his successes. Yet, much
as she admired and reverenced the
her heart it was the boy
man. In
whose image she treasured. She still
imagined him with her. sharing her
keen delight in every bit of beauty
that she chanced upon, holding her

sudden interruption.
For a few minutes Wolcott eat absorbed in deep thought. So «be did
love him after all! And what be had
overheard her tell her auut coming
suddenly along by her open window
one day had been ail a part of her
daily heroism. Her lips bad said: "No.
auntie; I do not love him. He is only

me,

Antoinette nodded. "I've been a little goose. Dickie," she said briefly as
her finbut when other girls scintillate I she let him hold the tips of
the shadow. What I need is to ders. "and now I want to talk about

girl."

again the bitterness of the disappointthe resignation, but site
ment ami
words.
knew that she must not give way ut"But it isn't finished, is it?" she
to
unsurrender
for
For*
that,
terly.
isked gently after a little pause.
no
wus
there
and
despair,
happiness
"You are the only one who knows,
time or place allotted in her life's
be answered tenderly. "Am I
lear,"
schedule. She must be always ready.
chance tbe little boy in your
any
jy
always cheerful, always self effa< cd.
îeart—the boy you've always loved,
With characteristic determination she ;
ilarioti?"
attempted to turn her thoughts Into
IIo was holding her hand now, and
a
after
but
reading
other channels,
ic felt the sudden tightening of her
she
had
book
brought
few pages In the
1 ;lasp.
with her out under the trees sin* closed

getlcally.

"that you'll marry

j

of deeper purpose.
The change had come ulmost lu a
day. It seemed to her now. It was not
that his generosity ceased, but the personal note that had come so near trausforming kindness into love bad suddenIv ilronned out of it.
The comparatively cold courtesy thai
was left chilled Marlon's heart. Her
pride nevertheless forced her to accept
It ns If Nhe noticed no difference.
Her lips trembled now ns she felt

Some three or four hours later in the
on his customary way to Inquire
after Marion's invalid aunt, Wolcott
came upon the book and the loose
sheets of paper carelessly slipped Into
It, or, rather, slipping out of It. for the
wind was fluttering the leaves ener-

and he came, beaming.
"Do you really nean what you said
over the telephone." he demanded—
noon,

nette smiled on her chubby squire
Charmliw questioned.
we shall
"I do." Antoinette sat up among the I ecstatically—"oh, well, Dlekle,
see what we shall see!"
be
I
to
"I
want
cushions.
coui-h
pink
Two nights later Otis Singleton, comdistinctive, Charmlan."
Charmlan's eyes ing Into the transformed den, with an
"In what way?"
his lips, found a
were smiling as she lounged in the Mu- amused smile curving
In smoke colored
chair by the open lire. f»r the October small, plump seeress
with Jade ornameuts at her ne< k
days were cool.
j crape,
over the
"Well, like you. for example." An I and on her wrists, presiding
was mounted on a
tolnette said—"your red-gold hair an.' crystal ball, which
I
jrour gray eyes and your black lashes silver dragon.
"So this Is the new fad," he said as
and your way of wearing things. Now
what would I look like In that bla< U he seated himself.
at him.
kimono you have on? With its gold flg I Antoinette shook her head
she said. "This crysures It gives you an atmosphei.· oil "It's not a fad,"
some things lately
mystery—like a seeress or something. I tal ball has told me
"Dearl that have almost made me shiver, and
Charmlan
laughed again.
she «aid. "it's much better to be ihe role of prophetess has been forced

She had welcomed Bruce Wolcott's
coming with spontaneous delight, uot
because it bad any special significance
for her, but because he stood for all
that she had known of youth und freedom and jollity, of which there was
so little now iu her surroundings, bo
much still in ber natural makeup.
But Wolcott bad proved more than
merely young nnd care free and jolly
as she remembered him; he was alertly
sympathetic and unfailingly generous.
In recalling the many thoughtful,
sweet things he had done for her
Marion refused to blame herself for
misinterpreting them as acts significant

day,

i

Ιϊ<·|

hardly knew.

priment.

place."

Charmlan laughed. "You funny little thing!"
"I haven't any Individuality,, Antoinette Insisted. "I dance pretty well
and sing a little. I have a fairly good
complexion. I know bow to do my I

does,"
"Well.
"You didn't dare"— began Marion,
blushing and turning white and blush- "You know you are the only firl in the I
ing again in a way that kept Wolcott world to Dickie Bcverldge. and Dickie's
I
staring at her in fascinated admira- the salt of the earth."
tion.
"Oh, Dickie!" Antoinette flared I
he
anas
I
am.
as
I'll
but
"Dickie's
Insignificant
play fair,"
"Yes, I did,
swered, smiling at her with all his old has a nice little figure and a nice little I
read
way of saying things, but there Isn't
engaging frankness. "You may
I
the end of the story—Marion. I took anything great or grand about him."
^
"Who wants to be great or grand.' I
the liberty of finishing it."

There had been just one bit of brightness that stood out as α relief against
the dreary background of that monotonous summer, and whether she was
glad or sorry for it Marlon herself

emphatic disapproval.
"I could write a better story myself,"
And she
was her mental comment.
was soon deeply engroKs<-d In the ex-

self later as she fed the black cat on
the hearth to get her accustomed to
I her new environment.
"Goodness, I
came near making an awful mistake.
"The trouble with me." Antoinette And. after all, I simply couldn't live
announced, "is that I am too common- without Dickie."
So she sent for him that very afterCopyrighted. 1808, by AaeocUte»S
Literary Frees.

Suddenly Wolcott heard an embarrassed little laugh behind him.
"Oh, I—I didn't realize you were
here," Marlon was saying In almost
Btammerlng confusion. "I came out to
get a book I left here this morning."
"Yes, I found It," Bruce acknowledged awkwardly, the written sheets
scattered in telltale fashion about him.

owu career.

It with

By Vhilip K*an.

heart?"

Hut now as she watched the leaves
falllug silently, somberly, and thought
over the long, tedious days she bad
lived through and the longer and more
tedious ones to come her bright courage seemed ull at once to leave her.
The proverbial melancholy of the season controlled her mood, and she be-

more

"But Otis Is so fine and splendid,"
Antoinette protested.
"Yes, he Is tine and splendid," Cbarmlnn repeated, and something In her
tone made Antoinette stare.
"Oh, my goodness!" she said to her-

B&ll.

and to worship.
"He yearned for a warm clasp of her
little hand and the sound of her laughter. What a fool he had been to let
such priceless possessions pass when
they were his for the taking! Would it
be possible to regain then now? Would
ehe forgive him and love him and enshrine him again as master of her

It bad not been an eveutful summer
for Marlon Leigh. She knew it would
uot be when she saw it loomiug up in
all its inevitability—an invalid aunt, an
Isolated mountain retreut and herself
in the dual role of nurse and compan-

came

The Crystal

hear of them and be proud. And after
they were done and he bad earned a
breathing space he knew that be
should nerer do anything more worth
while until he should find her again
and have her near him always to love

Copyrighted.

suggestion, "and don't thlnlj any
of Otis Singleton."

"'-Il

while tie

was doing them he did not stop to analyze his motive or his inspiration, be
knew afterward that he had done them
for her in the hope that she might

►
£
^
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^

things, and, although

■

irou

icaie, to taste and appraise and classify and solve and label her and ar

I

done big

An Indian Summer I

pervious, cut to an Identical pattern,
they hurried on their ways like statues
brought by some miracles to motion,
while soul and feeling lay unaroused her

personify the city's wealth, ripeness
Another type
anil frigid unconcern.
was a woman, tall, beautiful, clear as
a steel engraving, goddess-like, calm,
clothed like the princesses of old, with
eyes as coldly blue as the reflection of
sunlight on α glacier. And another
«vas a byproduct of this town of marionettes—a broad, swaggering, grim,
threateningly sedate fellow, with a
Jowl as large as a harvested wheatHeld, the complexion of a baptized 1·of a prize fighter.
cret confession he strayed on. restless, funt and the knuckles
to another. Fickle Haggles! But per- This type leaned against cigar signs
world with frapped
haps he had not met the civic corpora- and viewed the
tion that could engage and hold bis contumely.
A poet is a sensitive creature, and
critical fancy.
shriveled in the bleak
Through the ancient poete we have Haggles soon

learned that the cities are feminine.
So they were to Poet Raggles, and his
mind carried α concrete and clear conception of the figure that symbolized
and typified each one that he had
wooed.
Chicago seemed to swoop down upon
him with a breezy suggestion of Mrs.
Partington, plumes and patchouli, and
to disturb his rest with a soaring and
beautiful song of future promise. But
Raggles would awake to α sense of
shivering cold and a haunting impression of ideuls lost In a depressing aura
of potato salad and fish.
PerThus Chicago affected him.
haps there are vagueness and Inaccuracy In the description, but that le
Haggles' fault He should have recorded his sensations In magazine poems.
Pittsburg Impressed him as the play
of "Othello" performed In the Russian
language in a railroad station by DockA royal and genstader's minstrels.
erous
lady this Pittsburg, though,
homely, hearty, with flushed face,
washing the dishes in a silk dress and

•ΑΛΑΛΑΛΑΛΛΛΑΛΛΑΛ4ΛΑΛΑΛΑΛΑ·

•tte.
Not Deliberate.

Wife—I claim thul the story you told
ι ne last night when you came honodeliberate lie!
Hub—And 1 say it waan'tl

ras a
t

bought

I tfe!

I never
up one more quickly In my

Conundrum·.

What Is everybody and everything
olng at the same time? Growing
! Ider.
What is It which never asks a quee

Ion, yet requlrea many answers? The
oorbeli.

Singleton,"
sxpectedly.

live happy ever
! December, and he is to
Charmlan's eyes relunied to the ni» I ifter."
I Otis sat up and stared.
with an unfathomable expression.
"So it is Otis Singleton?" she sal· I "By Jove, you don't mean that you'v·
really said 'Yes' at last?" he gasped.
joftly.
"I see that you
"Yes," Antoinette nodded. "I thin I Antoinette smiled.
Bi
-ecognlee the small, plump blond." she
ie is perfectly fine, Charmlan.
lie doesn't pay a partU-le of attentif I murmured.
Τ Leu for a time «be was silent, gazAnd I am positively toiifcu.· I
ο me.
D·· I ug Into the depths of the crystal ball.
led when 1 try to talk to him.
\t last her voice came faintly. "I see
rou feel that way?"
Charmlan smiled inscrutably. "Ν" I1 ι woman In white"—
"Blond or brunette?" skeptically.
îxactly," she murmured.
j
nor dark," went
"Of course you don't,' Antoluet!· I "She Is neither fair
"You're uot commonplace I( >u the voice. "Her hair Is a crown of
[vent on.
tall. At her
ind I am not going to be any more I •ed gold, and she is very
[ am going to create an atmosphere I !eet is a wreath of laurel."
I All the indifference had left Single1 Dtls Is Interested In occult things, «η
"Charmlau," he breathed.
ι here's that crystal ball that father I ;uu's face.
"Now the crystal Is clouded," the
«•ought from India."
rolce went on, "but In the dimness I
She rose, crossed to a table an.
In
I wrought back the translucent sphen 1 ran still see the shadowy figure
She tramples on the laurel
Ahlte.
(vhleh gave out opal Hashes as It
.vrcatli, but her hand Is on her heart.
<
•aught the autumn sunlight.
?he seems to say, Ί want not fame,
"Father says the <iueer men ovel
"
mt love.'
I here used to gaze In It," Antoinette ex
Otis' Land came down heavily over
and
been
hud
what
tell
"and
dallied,
I
he I til. "You are making It up," he
ivhat would be."

j

icc used.

"IIow Strange!" said Charmlan. ban
lllug it curiously.
An"I am going to tit up the dcu,
l olnette recited us she flung herse.·
1 Mice more among the cushions, "with
■
1 [ark. mysterious hangings, with a dad
>f peacock feathers, and a bust of Pal

The little lady's eyes met his steadily.
"I am not making It up."
"You mean that it Is true?"
"As true as that Dickie and I are
roilig to l»e married, Otis."
So serloUil.v did she say it that Singleton stood up with a quick laugh of
"Where Is she?" he de'«solution.

(

' us over the door, and a black cat o.i
1 he hearth, and I'm going to dress mj
lelf In a smoke colored gown, with a
1 make bracelet, and I'm going to pui
he crystal bull In the middle of my
ι eakwôod table and tell fortunes. And
< ifter awhile everybody will say, 'How
I ntereetlng!' and then I won't feel κ<·
nslguificant, and perhaps Otis will
rome, and-now, Charmlan, what's the
Mat fill* V"

For the'other girl was laughing un
ontrollably.
"Oh, you funny child!" she gasped.

"It's not a laughing matter," Au·
She reached
olnette reproved her.
>ver aud took the crystal ball froui
1er friend aud gazed Into it. "It shows
ne a great singer crowned with lau·

els," she said.
Charmlan

1er.

snatched

the

ball

nanded.
"In the library." said Antoinette.
Is. Otis, if she should ever
•Hut.
ι juess how I told your fortune!"
"I'll
"She shan't niiess." he said.
ell her y> u saw money bags and a
1ι·Ιι widow"
And with that he was gone, while
he seeress in smoke color flew down
h»· hall to mint up her chubby cherub.
"And, oh, Dickie," she said as they
ook refuge In the breakfast room, "I

she's saying 'Yes' this very
ninute!'
"And all because of the crystal ball."
*as Dickie's comment as he folded her
1 η his fond embrace.
<

>xpert

from

"Don't," «lie cried; "don't propbe-

iy fame for me! Tell me of a future
if love and marriage and home. I've
»eeu so lonely all my life."
The young girl bid ber cheek
igalust that of her friend. "But you
mow I love ber, Charmiau," she said.
"You precious child!" was the grateul response, aud after that there was

long silence.
Then Antoinette said, "But I'm goto
ng to fix up the deu. aud I'm going
nvlte Otis Singleton."
"Better Invite Dickie," Charmlan
l

irged.

"I shall uever invite Dickie again,"
"He always asks
Intoiuette stated.
1 ne to marry him."
"And are you sure you don't love
' ilm—sure?" The older girl's gaze was

a

η

η.ιι..

0:11

Mr. Brown keeps a boarding houee.
Around the table sat bis wife, Mrs.
Brown; the village milliner, Mrs. AnIrews; Mr. Black, the baker; Mr. Jorluu, a carpenter, and Mr. Iladley, a
lour, feed and lumber merchant. Mr.
Brown took $10 out of his pocket und
landed It to Mr». Brown with the reaiark that there was $10 toward the
Mrs. Brown
520 lie promised her.
landed the bill to Mrs. Andrews, the

ullliner, saying, "That pays for my

lew

bonnet."

Mrs. Andrews in turn

passed it to Mr. Jordan, remarking that
t would pay for the carpenter work

le had done for her. Mr. Jordan handid it to Mr. Iladley, requesting his re•eiptcd bill for flour, feed and lumber.
Mr. Iladley gave the bill back to Mr.
Brown, saying, "That pays $10 on my
< ompetling.
Iward." Mr. Brown again passed It to
"Well," Antoinette heeltated, "I do lis wife, remarking that he had now
' Ike Dickie, Charmlan, but when I
laid her the $20 he had promised her.
t hlnk what a commonplace couple we
She In turn paid Mr. Black to settle
1 rould make"—
Mr.
1er bread and pastry account.
"You would make a dear couple,"
Black handed it to Mr. Iladley, asking
< 'hnrmlan stated, "aud your laughter
( •redit for the amount on his flour acand brightne« are not for such men count. Mr. Iladley again passed it to
is Otis Singleton."
Mr. Brown, with the remark that It
, lettled for that month's board, where·
"Why not?"
"Otis needs a woman who has suf- jpon Mr. Brown put It back Into his
fered as he bas suffered. Ile has bad pocket, observing that he had not sup·
ι bard life and a lonely one—a life like
losed a greenback would go §o far.—
mine, Antoinette." She caught herself Jsceola (la.) Sentinel.
up quickly and glanced at lier friend.
But Antoinette was absorbed In her
Lose?
plans.
"P should think a doctor with so
"Anyhow, I'm going to Invite him
many friends would have lots of pracsnd read his fortune in the crystal
tice."
toll. Who knows but he will find his
"But be won't treat bis friends. lie
fate?" And she flew up to her own
lays he hates to lose them."—Kansas
room to dress.
Times.
All the week that followed Antoi- ~ity

nette was busy transforming the den
Into an abode of black art. Charmlan,
watching somewhat wistfully, made
Invaluable suggestions.
"I shall never fit into it as you
would." Antoinette said one morning
ieepalrlngly. "I'm too chubby. 1 hate
that word, Charmlan, but It fits me.
And it fits Dickie Beverldge. Πβ proposed again last night, and he looked
like a little fat Cupid, oh, dear!" And

)he smiled ruefully.
"Marry him." was Charlatan's prompt

The Flow of Rivers.
The flow of rivers, as might be supposed, is the slowest at the bottom of
the water and highest at the top. The
average velocity of the entire stream
a found, as a rule, at about six-tenths
>f the depth. The friction of the l»ottorn which retards the movement of
the deepest water is much greater, relitlvely to the whole volume of the
stream, in a shallow river than in a

leep one.
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Proprietor·.
A. K. Vukbu.

uihiwi M. atwood.
Tuiu —$1.39»

rear If pal<l strictly In advance
a year. Single copie· 4 oectt

Otherwise $2.00

All legal advertisement#
ADTKBTisuiGm:
are given three coneectlve Insertions for $1JC
per inch In length of column. Special contracti
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er·.

New type, fast preeeea, electric
Job Puijrrme
power, experienced workmen anil low price*
combine to na> 'hie department of oar baalaeea

complete auu popular.

•n«LE COPIKS.
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four oenta
eacb. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
jingle '-©pie· of eacb Issue have been place·! on
«ale at the following places In the County
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
South Paria,
Noyés' Drug Store.
Norway.
Stone's Drug Store.
A lfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleld.
Mr·. Harlow. Poet Office.
Pari· Hill,
Samuel T. White.
Weet Pari·,
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

For President,

William H. Taft,
of Ohio.

For Yice-Preeident,

JAMES S. 5HERMAN,
of New York.
For

Representative

to

Congress.

JOHN P. SWASEY,
of Canton.

Coming

Events.

Nov. i fr— Annual convention Maine
Suffrage Association, Portland.

Woman

ADVKKT1SKMENTS.

NKW

You Have not Bought That New Suit Yet.
A Mountain.
Will You Be One?
Hulling Corn.
A Bald-beaded Woman.
Raspberry Plants for Sale.
A C. Lord.

Here and There.

By reading all the late news
Bryan are sure to

that Taft and
ed president.

learn
be elect-

we

The poverty of Lord and Lady Curzoo
has been bared to the public gaze in incidental disclosures in connection with a
petty lawsuit in Chicago. The report i«
a little mixed in its statement, but as
nearly as can be made out. Lord Curzoo
is now receiving only $<k?,U0U a year from
the estate of his wife's father, besides
the income on a little less than two mill
ions in trust. And apparently before
Lady Curzon died they were even poorei
than that.
There is a report which seems to b<
on good foundation that a man was sbol
by mistake for a deer in a Maine town a
few days since, and was not seriouslj
injured. Possible, but very unusual
The drat bullet fired in such a case it
usually fatal.
President Roosevelt passed his fiftieth
last Tuesday, and received
The Bostoc
numerous congratulations.
Herald remarks that the president did
well not to make any special observance
of the day, because, as it epigrammati
callv remarks, "fifty is the old age ol
youth, as sixty is the youth of old age."

birthday

With a presidential election out of the
way, we may expect that in the course
of a few days a boom in business will
begin—not a period of unreasoning expanions on iutlated values, such as we
had for a while before the fall of 1907,
but a steady increase and growth oi
legitimate business.
President

eys" to

Hyde "stirred up the monkby criticising the

some extent

gambling

games of more or less ma^ni
tude and some of the sideshows which
follow the fairs, usiug the Topshara
fair as an illustration because thai wan
the one nearest at hand. The general
trend of the discussion called out by his
remarks is that there is some truth iu
what he says. There are undoubtedly
various degrees of offences, and sometimes it is rather difficult to draw the
line between that which may be allowed
and that which may not, but there arc
probably few of the fairs that will ool
stand a little fumigation.
Caleb

Bailey

Davis.

Kev. Caleb Bailey Davis's sermon on
"The Spiritual Sabbath," a copy of
which your Greenwood correspondent
mentioned in the Democrat of May 3th
as at that time owued by him and in
the Democrat of Sept. $th as havine
then been given by him to Miss Florence
E. Bryant of ilinsdale, Mass., eluded
the painstaking researches of the late
Judge Joseph Williamson of Belfast,
and as a consequence is not listed in hi*
work, in two large volumes, entitled, "A
Bibliography of the State of Maine from
the Earliest Period to 1891," which wst
published in 1896, and in which, exclusive of cross-references, 11,0-12 books,
pamphlets, broadsides, magazine articles, etc., are listed. The only piece ol
writing by Mr. Davis which is listed iu
this work of Judge Williamson is an
article on the Paris Baptist church,
which was published on pages 301-304 ol
the "American Baptist Memorial" foi
October, 1854, (No. 10 of Vol. 13). Mr.
Davis's above mentioned sermon oc
"The Spiritual Sabbath" is not the only
published piece of writing by him which
escaped Judge Williamson's re*earchet
and as a consequence is not listed in the
latter's above mentioned bioliographj
of Maine, for a sermon on "The Balancings of Truth," which Mr. Davis preached before the Maine Baptist Convention
in 1845, is to be found in print and yet
is not listed in Judge Williamson's work.
Id the historical discourse which Kev.
Hiram Cushman Estes, D. D., delivered
on Oct. 1, 1891, at Paris on the occasion
of the celebration of the centenary of
the First Baptist church of that town he
speaks (p. 49 of "Centennial of the First
Baptist Church in Paris, Maine") of that
sermon on "The Balancings of Truth"
as published, and a reader of the discourse would naturally infer that Dr.
Estes meant that the sermon was published in pamphlet form, but, whether it was
ever published in that form or not, it is
to be found in print on pages 446 46»! of
the "Christian Review" (a quarterly) for
September, 1845. (The sermon appears
as an essay, rather than as a sermon, in
the "Christian Review," no mention being made of the fact that it had been

preached

sermon.)
Mr. Davis's widow,
as a

Louise

Griffin
Davis, who married Deacon Joel B.
was
a generous friend
Thayer of Paris,
of Wayland Seminary,—an institution
which was established at Washington,
D. C., for the education of colored persons for the ministry, but which is now
a branch of the Virginia Union University of Richmond, Va.,—and an alcove in its library bears the name of her
first husband, C. B. Davis.
Judge Williamson is in error in calliug
the magazine entitled the "American
Baptist Memorial" the "American Baptist Memorials," and is lIso in error in
stating that Mr. Davis's article on the
Paris Baptist church was published in
the third volume of that magazine, the
article being, as stated above, in the
thirteenth volume.
Judge Williamson
erroneously gives 1808 as the year of
Mr. Davis's birth (July 3, 1807, is the
correct date), and erroneously states
that Mr. Davis's pastorate of the Paris
church extended from 1838 to 1864 (he
resigned the pastorate on Aug. 23, 1852.)
His pastorate of the Paris church covered bis entire life work as a minister.
He died on Jan. 12, 1855, in Portland.
His remains wese taken for burial to his
native place, Methnen, Mass.
Mr. Davis is the subject of one of the
chapters (pp. 168 179) of the "Personal
Recollections" of Joseph Ricker, D. D.,

(Augusta, 1894)
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Parte HUL
rim Baptist Church, Bav. G. W. F. Hli, pasI reaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
tor.
ati >4. Sabbath evening service
îf School
at
A
T. P. 8. C. E. Tuesday evening.
Prayet Meeting Thurmlay evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Vrlilay before the 1st
Sunday of the mouth at 2:30 p. m. Ali not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

The regular meeting of the directors of

A forest fire started back of Woodciation held hese last Wednesday and lawn Cemetery last Sunday and
Thursday waa an Inaplration to all who ed the prompt efforts of a crew of men
attended and waa one of the most helpful in its hiatory. There was a large attendance at the meetings and seventyMr.. J W
five or more were preaent from out of
town. Thia, besides the local pastor, Nelson received their friend*
Rev. I. S. Macduff, included nine clergy- new home on Park Street. Mr. Nelson
office and1 Mrs.
men as follows:—Rev. Oluf Tandberg, I. foreman in the
Berlin, Ν. H.; Rev. R. E. Conner, Rev. Nelson has many friends here. A Ple
C. R. Tenney, Auburn; Hev. II. H. ant evening was spent and after tne
Hoyt, State Superintendent, East Hi- serving of refreshments the guests bade
life·
ram; Rev. M. C. Ward% Norway; Rev. D. the happy couple a long and happy
A. Ball, Meohanic Falls; Rev. J. H.
Wednesday evening Professor Cook
Little, South Paris; Rev. H. A. Markley, gave another illustrated lecture upon
Turner Center; Rev. L. F. McKinney, '•The Castles in England" which was
Bridgton. Rev. D. R. Ford of the most thoroughly enjoyed.
f
Miss Miriam Herrlck, d»uSht<*
Methodist church also attended some of
gone
the services. Two other distinguished Judge and Mrs. A. E. Herrlck,
visitors present who gave highly in- to New York City 10 study vocal music.
teresting addresses at the convention Mine Herrlck has studied the past year
were Mrs. Ε. H. Chapin of Rockland and in Boston and her friends havo been
Mr. George E. Fogg of Portland. The much pleased with her success
^
Thursday evening the Ladies Club
programme was carried out very nearly
as planned.
The first day was of much served a chicken pie supper to a large
interest, marked attention being given number, and a very
the addressee by Rev. Mr. Tandberg, ment was given undw the direcUonof
Mr. Fogg and Rev. Mr. Tenney. In the Mrs. J. G. Gehring. Miss Bessie Merrill
evening the church was filled to listen opened the programme
to a most vital and helpful sermon by nolo, which was well received, and Mrs.
Rev. Ralph Ε Conner of Auburn from I. H. Wight sang a pleasing solo and
the text Prov. 4-23. Music was furnish- responded to a
hearty recall. The
ed by a mixed quartette and a trombone operetta was written by Waterbury and
to
music
solo was played by L. M. Irish as a arranged
by Mrs. Gehring.
Mrs. F. P. Chandler and daughters
voluntary. Thursday morning at the
business meeting the following officers returned to Paris Friday.
The Belief Corps received new memwere elccted:
bers at the last meeting.
President—E. C. Park, Bethel.
,,
_
Vice-Preelttent—Chtrlet K. III·!Ion, Norway.
The teachers at the academy attended
Secretary—Rev. D. A. Ball, Mechanic Fall*
In
Portland.
the
educational
convention
Treasurer—Cbarlee A. Bonney, Turner Center.
The new glove factory will open soon.
The
showed that the

,0MoX°'Min.tr.1.
Citizen

the Paris Hill Library Association will
be held at Hamlin Memorial Hall on
Wednesday, Not. 4, at 2 o'clock.
Carroll I. Hooper of Boston was here
for a few days last week.
The scholars got a vacation Thursday
and Friday of last week as Miss Luce attended the teachers1 convention in Portland.
Mrs. Caroline P.
Harlow returned
Saturday from a two weeks' visit to
Boston.
The many friends of Mies Annie L.
Partis, who has been at the Central
Maine General Hospital, were glad to
welcome her home again.
Miss Gertrude M. Brown, who has
been a guest at Lyonsden since her
family went to New York, left here
Monday for Boston.
Mrs. Ε. H. Guyer of Rock Island, 111.,
who has been at Elmhurst for a few
weeks, went to Boston Monday.
Hon. Edward L. Parris, who has been
at his summer home here for some time,
returned to New York Monday.
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office
reports
parishes
Nov. 1st:
in thie county were active and doing
faithful work. An inspiring address
George M oris.
Mr. Minnie.
was given in the afternoon by Rev. H.
Π. Hoyt, and as Rev. E. W. Webber was
Bryant's Pond.
unable to be present, his assignment on
The plans for the new hotel building
the programme was taken by Rev. Mr.
have been ordered from New York and
Conner. Meals were served the first
as
soon as the corporation is legally
day in Good Will Hall by the Universalformed work will commence on the
ist Good Will Society and on Thursday
foundation.
seventy-five or more patronized the harMrs. Thomas Green passed away Oct.
vest dinner at Centennial Hall.
Λ* after au illness of several months
The Ladies1 Aid of the Methodist
with consumption. She was about 45
church were very successful Thursday
years of age and leaves a husband and with their
programme. At their harfour children.
vest dinner and supper about 275 people
H. D. Cole received a carload of presswere served with meals, for which they
ed hay from Michigan Tuesday. He is received about
<$45. Added to this was
selling it out for $17 per ton.
about 940 more received from their
Reuben M. Whitman has disposed of
and sale table, making a total of
his household goods and with his wife fancy
$.*15. There was a good programme at
will go to Sbelburue, Ν. H., where he will
the free entertainment in the evening
reside with his son.
consisting of a drill by some of the
S. L. Ruse and C'apt. C. C. Adams are
school children, readings, music, etc.,
visiting in Bootbbay.
which was appreciated by a good sized
A Junior Kndeavor Society has been
audience.
organized here with fourteen members.
Apples are scarce in this vicinity to
Rev. C. A. Brooks of Norway and Rev.
what they usually are, but the No. 1
Seth Benson of West Paris were in town
Baldwins are of fine size and quality.
this week.
Mr. F. A. Dunham has been buying
Floyd Morgan has his house up and enough to send one or two carloads.
II.
cloned in. It will be ready to occupy
R. Tuell, A. C. Perham, H. G. Brown
inside of thirty days.
several
others
in
have
and
the village
sold their apples to him.
Greenwood.
Mr. Η. M. Wing, head steward daring
Not so much visiting to report as last
the summer season at the Mt. Washingweek, hence it will not take so long to ton Hotel at Bretton
Woods, Ν. Πwas
it.
report
the
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bates
Benjamin Ring has returned from for aguest
couple of days last week.
visiting his son, Colby Ring of Shelburne,
E. J. Mann shot one deer while on his
Ν. H., who is on a poultry farm near the
trip.
village. He reports that "when there the hunting
Mrs. George Howe is visiting relatives
forest tire was burning a strip two miles
in Rumford.
wide, and all in eight, but on the oppoW. S. Jackson is building an addition
site side of the river: and it is hardly
to his stable.
necessary to add that they all hoped
Rev. D. R. Ford and Mr. R. L. Kimit would stay there.
ball of this place have been holding
Charles Dunham and wife of West
evangelistic meetings at North Paris.
Bethel are visiting at the Bennett place,
The labeling is finished at the corn
and since he was in the civil war more
and the pack of corn was much
than two years, then at work for the shop,
larger than last year, the total being five
government six months in the southern hundred and seven thousand pans. The
states, and finally on a whaling voyage most of it was sold to
Leggett A Co. of
nearly two years, it naturally follows New York.
that be can spin off some pretty strong
Mrs. S. Clarence Curtis and little
yams without resortiug to fiction.
daughter Clara Mae of Boston, have
Monday, we visited Locke's Mills to been
spending a week with relatives
see a sick relative, I W. Swan, and while
here.
in the place went over to iuspect the
Miss Elinor H. Tuell haa decided not
enlarged school house. It makes a good to continue her studies at Westbrook
appearance and is roomv enough for the
Seminary and lias returned home. She
present at any rate, while the ground attended the recent Universalist
Sunday
arouud the building is well graded. Mr.
School and Y. P. C. U. convention at
Swan is very poorly and hie recovery is
Portland.
considered doubtful.
Rev. Isabella S. Macduff went to NorMrs. Annie Morgan closed her school
way last Thursday night and attended
one week ago, and is n.>w here with us.
the services at the Universalist church
It will be remembered that they were
when Rev. M. C. Ward was installed as
married on the 20th of September, and
of that church.
their reception comes off next Saturday pastor
There is quite an epidemic of throat
a
Should
the
weather
eveuing.
permit
Rev. D. R.
trouble in this locality.
red letter festival is expected.
Ford has been confined to the houee a
The death of John Oliver Robinson of
few days with an attack of tonsilitis and
Canton adds oue more name to our
was unable to attend the dinner, supper
death record. He was the oldest of the
and entertainment given by the Meththree sous of the late John Robinson,
odist society.
and was our school and playmate in our
The Baptist society have deferred their
boyhood days. His youngest brother, sale and entertainment until the first of
war
a
in
was
musician
the
civil
Alvin,
December.
and died before its close or soon after.
The Universalist Good Will Society
His other brother, Isaac, died quite a
will hold their annual fair, chicken pie
number of years ago. Mr. Robinson had
supper and entertainment at Good Will
no childreu of his own, Mrs. York, with
Hall on Wednesday, Nov. 18. Further
whom he and his wife lived, being their
particulars next week.
adopted daughter.
Rev. D. R. Ford is holding his singing
school in Dunham's Hall every week on
The Tubbs school closed Friday, the Monday evenings.
Mrs. Mary Perham is so far recovering
23d, after a successful term taught by
Kmma Burke. The exercises given by from her recent illness as to be able to
the children were very good, also the sit up some.
Edward, little son of Mr. and Mrs. E.
phonograph selections given by Virginia
Edgerly. A few visitors were present. D. Stilwell, is quite sick.
Several children here are having the
Miss Burke furnished a treat of candy,
peanuts and pop corn. The afternoon whooping cough.
was enjoyed by all visiting Cedar Grove
East Waterford.
on Curtis
Hill.
Hide and seek was
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Keen and Louis
foot races were run, beech trees
hunted, and often enough armfuls Keen of Bridpton visited at S. S. Hall's

played,
were

of dried leaves were thrown on the girls'
heads. With a most beautiful day the
occasion was greatly enjoyed by all, and
long to be remembered. All are pleased
to knew that Miss Burke will return to
teach the winter term.,
Celia and Minnie Pike are preparing
for a week's visit with friends in Harrison.

Bertha Packard is visiting for a few
days at Chas. Richardson's.
L.UV6II.

Fox >ft I.eBaron at their mill are busy
out an order of ten thousand
corn boxes.
Ε Ν. Davie has built a telephone line
from his home on Smart's Hill to connect with the Citizens1 line at the village. A new wire is being put on the
Lovell line to accommodate the increasing number of patrons, and a line is also
being built to connect No. 8 district with
the Citizens' line.
W. H. Elutchins is building a shop
near the bouse of W.
H. Keniston at
Alder Brook.

getting

Backfteld.

Bethel.

West Parle.
The Oxford County Universalist Asso-

and Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Fiske and daughter of Locke's Mills spent Friday with
Mrs. Fiske'e sister, Mrs. Clayton McIn'ire.
Geo. Stuart of Portland came up in an
auto last week and took his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Mctiowan, back to epend Sun-

Thursday

day.

Mrs. S. S. Hall and children went to

Bridgton Saturday, returning Monday.

Roy Brown has returned to his home
in Twin Mt., Ν. H.
Alton Ames, wife and child, have gone
to her home in M eddy hemps for a visit.
Sumner.

^la®n

SEVEN TEARS OF PROOF.
"I bare bad seven year· of proof that ;
Dr. King'· New Discovery is the best

Hebron.

Mr. and Μη. Κ. Ν. Prince olosed their
bouse on Oct. 14th. They ere now In
New Tork where they remain nntil the
latter part of November, when they go
to Orlando, Florida, for the winter.
Mrs. Ellén Thome· has made arrangement* to have the North Pond water pat
into the cemetery aa a public benefaction,
Mrs.
needed.
This baa long been
Thome· will have the thanka of the enin
the
will
reault
and
it
tire community
beautifying of the cemetery very mate-

rially.

The Harvest Borne Festival with

envu » ·υο-

tertainment Friday, Oct. 23d,
cess in every way, netting oyer 9125.
The students bad qoite a celebration
Saturday evening on the retarn of the
Hebron boy· From North Bridgton
where the Hebron* won the game 51-0.
Mr·. H. L. Whitney and Mr. and Mr·.
Ralph Whitney closed their honae here
and went to Boaton Monday.
Mr·. Cbarlea Sauger returned to her
borne in Peabody, Mae·., Monday.
Mia· Belle Goodwin has returned to

medicine to take for cough· end colds
and for every diseased condition of
throat, obest or longs," saja W. V.
Henry, of Panama, Mo. Tbe world bas
had thirty-eight years of proof that Dr.
King's New Discovery is tbe best remedy
for coughs and colds, la
asthma,
hay fever, bronchitis, hemorrhage of the
conof
and
tbe
lungs,
early stages
sumption. Its timely use always prevents tbe development of pneumonia.
Sold under guarantee at F. A.
been & Co.'· drug store. 50c. and 9-100.

I. M. Iriah of Whitman, Mass., is visit- Sonth Pari·.
Mrs. Maria Rioker,
ing relatives and friends here.

■

grippe,

8TORE8.

BLUE

SOU HAVE NOT BOUGHT
THAT NEW SUIT YET.

All the Fall you have been saying you
going to have a New Suit this year.

Why

were

put it off *ny longer? You are the loser by
waiting because every day the assortment of
the best things grows less.

jSburtleff

who h&a
Mr. and Mrs. J. Â. Rawson have been viiiting relative* here, ia now in Auburn. Trial bottle free.
Mr. Manley Beney and little daughp
visiting relatives in Boston and vicinity
ter Joaephine are quite aiok. Dr. BartAt least $1000 worth of jewelry was
during the past week.
Mrs. Ada Shaw is spending a few lett of Norway i· in attendance. Mr. stolen from a store in Portland Monday
weeks in Boston with her daughter, Miss Beney haa been repairing hi· barn and night, and tbe break, which left no clue,
Amy W. Shaw, who bas charge of a help ia expected to-day (Thuraday) to la very aimilar to that of a few weeka
school exhibit during the Food Fair.
move it to it· new foundation.
The alnce when a large quantity of gooda was
The Odd Fellows have had the city alckneaa ia very hard for him just now carried off from a Portland hair store.
water put into both anterooms of their with winter so near, and much sympathy
hall, and will have sinks put in making a is felt for the family.
A BALD-HEADED WOMAN
The welcome rain haa caused the
great addition to the convenience of
leaves to fall but aome treea are atill
patrons of the ball.
The Nezinecot History Club met with bright. Our garden haa nasturtiums, SHORN OF HEB CBOWN OF BEAUTY
Miss Sarah Barrett Tuesday afternoon. sweet peas, petunias, and perennial
LOSES IN LOVE AND MABHIAOE.
the phlox in bloom, while aweet alyesum
Mrs. Carrie Spaulding reported
meetings of the State Federation which seems riot with fragrant little blossoms.
Hair is certainly most necessary to
she attended last week.
Who could love and marry a
woman.
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Dyer entertained
East Sumner.
What charms
bald-headed woman?
their friends at their home Tuesday evenMr. and Mrs. Erickson gave a very
could one array to offset such disfigureι
annihe
occasion
the
ing,
being
eight]}
pleasing and acceptable vaudeville abow ment?
versary of their marriage. Tbe evening at Grange Hall on Monday evening to a
A woman's goal is usually love and
was passed in playing whist, after wbioh
good house. It was called one of the marriage.
Her crowning glory is her
refreshments were served. Mrs. Harry beat that ever exhibited here.
Tbe loss of ber nair mars her
hair.
Record bad the highest score and Miss
atSeveral persons from the vicinity
beauty, bappineaa and success. Yet,
Lottie Record tbe lowest.
tended the meeting of the Anasaguntiright here in Paris, there are thousands
An auction sale of farming implements cook
at
CanSchool
Association
Sunday
of women who are neglecting or injuring
and household furniture was held at ton on
Tueaday.
their bair to auch an extent that it Is
tbe Freeland Dunham place on Saturday
is
to
Canton
B.
C.
Heald
moving
MIDDLK 1NTRKVALE.
only a matter of time when it will be
Tbe where he haa
and continued over to Monday.
a residence.
purcbaaed
utterly ruined.
The farmers are hauling their elder house is also offered for sale.
Rev. S. C. Eaton will^oon occupy the
Many women destroy tbe beauty of
A baked bean dinner was served Wedapples to the cider mill.
parsoaage which has been used by Mr. their bair through thougbleaaness or igOrlando Buck has been on a hunting nesday noon by the Ladies' Cirole at the Heald.
norance of certain facts.
Tbey use endBaptist vestry which was well patronizThe first public Hallowe'en party in
irons over-heated, or to excess, which
ing
the account of the family ed.
the place was held at the vestry on
destroys the natural oil nf tbe bair, causlost in the snow reminds the writer of a
Rev. F. M. Lamb attended the session
Saturday evening, a report of which may ing it to split, break and come out. Tbey
reading book she used at school when a of the Anasagunticook Sunday School be given later.
do not shampoo their hair often
voung girl with the picture and poem Association at Canton Tuesday.
or too often.
They use soaps or prepaand it impressed bo deeply that it has
Quite a lot of apples have been shipHOW IS YOUR DIGESTION.
ration which contain ingredients posinever wholly left her mind.
The book ped from here during the week.
Mrs. Mary Dowling of No. 228 8th tively harmful to tbe scalp and hair.
as near as we can remember was Town s
H. H. Wardwell of West Paris was in
As a result of such treatment, dandAve., San Francisco, recommends a
Third Reader.
town Wednesday.
for stomach trouble. She says: ruff is created, the hair loosens, loses
Rev. E. A. Davis preached his closing
Mrs. Annie Bisbee of Portland baa remedy
"Gratitude for the wonderful effect of color, falls out, and baldness commences,
sermon here Oct. 25, from Isaiah, sixth been visiting her sister, Mrs. H. M.
Electric Bitters in a case of acute indi- unless proper and prompt precautions
chapter. Central thought—Right use of Robinson, recently.
this testimonial.
I are taken iu time. Then again, microbes
the tongue and lips and a good heart
A. £ Cole has had a demonstrator gestion, prompts
and and certain diseases bring about unback of it with unity and neighborly at bis store showing the merits of Stand- am fully convinced that for stomach
liver troubles Electric Bitters is the best healthy scalp and bair conditions.
kindness. He is now laboring near ard sewing machines.
This
on the market to-day.M
Almost anyone may rid themselves of
Rumford Falls and Center.
Sid Bridgham of Lewiston has been remedy
m..t.
great tonic and alterative medicine in- dandruff and diseased scalp and hair if
fronr visiting bis sister, Mrs. R. L. Record.
Ira Woodbury and two friends
the system, purifies the blood tbey will but use the right remedy. We
Po'tlaud are camping In the Annas
There were no sessions of the high vigorates
and is especially helpful in all forms of have that remedy, and we will positively
house near Capen's while on their hunt- school Thursday and Friday on account
female weakness. 50c. at F. A. Shurt- guarantee that it will either cure dandof the State Teachers' convention at
leff ά Co.'s drug store.
ruff and baldness or it will not cost the
Kimball has been shingling Portland.
user anything.
hie buildings.
Mrs. J. W. Wbitten went to Augusta
That's a pretty broad statement, but
The Maine Central is putting up autoSaturday to spend the winter with hei
West Bethel.
block signals on 46 miles of its we will back it and prove it with our
matic
the
made
Chas.
Whitten.
She
trip
eon,
·«
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is
A iter the Hummer's fierce and thlrety
with him in an automobile, which wat line, single track, from Lewiston fair own money.
çlare,
a ftnr the
falling leaves and falling rain,
to Waterville. The signal· are the remedy that will grow bair and overa
84
grounds
an
adventure
for
woman
yean
When hanth wind· beat the Acids of ripened quite
hair troubles. It will
old. She stood the trip well, however. two arm, style Β signala, made by tbe come all scalp and
unless all
And autumn's pennons from the branches Hare,
P. R. Jordan of Dixfield has moved Union Switch* & Signal Co., Swisevale, grow bair even on bald heads,
There come» a wtllly neaeon, bo ft ana
extinthe lower rent in Mrs. B. £. Ger· Pa., and in tbe 46 miles there will be Θ4 life in the hair roots has been
When clouds are llftod, winds are hushed into
rish's house for the winter.
signals. With this work finished, the guished, the follicles closed, and tbe
It gets its
and shiny.
A phantom summer hovering without pain
W. A. Turner, the grand juror drawn Maine Central will have 220 miles of its scalp is glazed
In the veiled radiance of the quiet air;
bair in
from this town, has been summoned line equipped with automatic block name from the fact that it grew
When, folding down the line of level seas,
it received a
back to Paris, and Ε. E. Conant was aignaie. This includes 44 miles of 93 out of 100 cases, where
A «liver mist at noonday faintly
And like becalmed ships the yellow trees
thoroughly bard, impartial and practical
drawn as a new traverse juror to appeal double track.
Stind Islanded In windless solitudes,
teat.
at South Paris.
Kac.h leaf unstirred and parching for tl16 freeze Wednesday
WATCHED FIFTEEN YEARS.
We want you to try Rexall ''93" Hair
That hide and lingers northward in the
Tuesday evening at Nezinscot Hall
You surely cannot
"For fifteen years I have watched the Tonic at our risk.
woods."
Good Faith Rebekah Lodge will present
drama "Bai working of Bucklen's Arnica Salve; and lose anything by doing so, while you
the three-act
November.
comedy
You bad betOctober gave us an unusual number Haven," to be followed by a dance, with it has never failed to cure any sore, boil, have everything to gain.
and then come in and
music by Holmes' Orchestra. Cast ol ulcer or burn to which it was applied. ter think this over,
of warm and pleasant days.
It has saved us many a doctor's bill," see us about this offer. Yon will be well
Thunder showers passed south of tnis characters for the play as follows:
nays A. F. Hardy of East Wilton, Maine. repaid for your visit to our store. F. A.
town Tuesday evening.
Captain Hiram Hopper, an old fisherman,
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, Maine.
H. A. Irish
25c. at Sburtleff A Co.'s drug store.
Election over we shall be preparing
Hardy Stone, his helper, with ambitions to
for a glad Thanksgiving.
J. E. Warren.
be something better,
John Gaul and family moved to Peru Leo Bradley, In search of an heir, -.0. C. Ccsey,
Gideon Graham, a wealthy rascal,.G. W. Ttlton.
last week.
at Bar
John
Only lirçht raine have fallen here since Rev.Haven Wesley Wiggins, par<ton
Arthur Peasley
and
fish
ArU
for
Mav, and the crv is still for water.
who
Cy Brackett,
Ashing
J. C. Wlthtngton.
bella,
Horace E. Walker and family have
Mrs. Wurdwi'll, of the "Manor,",
closed their house and moved to Mason
Mrs. F. P. Wlthtngton.
for the winter.
Florence Wardwell, her daughter,...Myra Irish,
^
Tax Collector F. B. Howe called on Kate Wardwell, who come» into her own,
Mrs. J. C. Wlthtngton
delinquents in this end of the town last Spray Hopper, the captain's daughter
who
W
Nathalie Wlthtngton.
laughs at love,
If calm and smoky weather makes Arbella Wortendyke, between the devil and
Jotle Shaw
deep sea,
Indian summer, it Is being long drawn
out this year.
West Sumner.
W. Frank Brown, who has been stayOne day last week what came near being with his daughter, Mrs. John Swan,
in Bethel village, Is now here with bis ing a bad fire was discovered just in
time to extinguish it before it had made
j J0
Charles E. Nash & Son of Augusta much headway. Some children playing
have ray thanks for a copy of their good with matches in tbe shed attached to P.
old annual. The Maine Farmers Al- G. Barrett's grain store set fire to two
crates filled with excelsior. Several
manac, for 1909.
Edwin J. Bell, when driving a team men who happened to be near by put it
for the Paris Manufacturing Co. on out, but not before it bad considerably
Saturday last, was thrown from his damaged a horse sled stored there.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Merrill, son Ralph
seat near the residence of A. P. Mason
bv the sudden and unexpected sheering and daughter Hattie of Rumford, and
Howe of Brockton, Mass., are
Luther
of the horses, and the bind wheel of the
heavily loaded wagon ran over both spending a few days with Mrs. Merrill's
lees. Had the ground been frozen the and Mr. Howe's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
NEXT SATURDAY we expect to have on our
bones would have been crushed to Hiram Howe. Mr. Hiram Howe is quite
lot of 5c and toe
counter another and
feeble.
splinters, but he came out with only
Mrs. Eleanor Small has returned from
bruises, and was able to walk.
in
and
look
over.
Come
them
goods.
Farmington, where she has been to visit
Oxford.
her eon, Β. M. Small.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs. H. S. Robertson arrived home
The Grand Division of Sons of Temtbe way of Farmington from
perance met with the Oxford Division of Tuesday by
Sons of Temperance at Temperance Hall a tour in Washington and Hancock
Wednesday, Oct. 28. Mr. and Mrs. Counties.
Mrs. Benjamin Doble of Auburn has
Hayes of Chelsea, Me., Mr. Pratt, Mr.
Matthews, Mr. Burgess, Mrs. Parting- moved into a part of Walter Chandler's
ton, Miss McLean of Portland were bouse.
The ladies of Wm. A. Barrows W. R.
present. The usual business was transacted and the following officers for the Corps. No. 70, will have their anniverin the vestry Wednesday,
coming year were elected and installed: sary dinner
A very pretty crazy quilt will
Grand Worthy Patriarch—Rev. Frederick Nov. 11.
lota
of lead pencils. Come
and
be
sold
MMiHupiiMiminmimiiumMMiUMtHm
Newport of Oxford.
Grand Worthy Associate— Dr. Orln Stevens. while the lead pencils last.
F. ▲. tXiniTLEFI' * CO.
F. A. SIICRTLEFF Λ. CO.
Oxford.
little
son Dermont
and
Frank
Kennedy
Grand Worthy Scribe—Mre. Annie Hayes,
of Lewiston are tbe guests of A. G.
Chelsea.
G. W. T.—Geo. J. Parrott, Oxford.
Farrar.
G. W. C.—Mrs. J.ura Partington, Portland.
G. W. C.—Patrick Hayes, Chelsea.
π Iran.
G. W. 8.—Mr. Burgess, Portland.
G. W. P. P.—Welllogton Matthews, Portland.
Mr. Ârthur W. Sadler bM bought tbo
Geo. J. Parrott, Oxford, was chosen store at Hiram village, in which for thirFor the next few months a Hot Water Bottle will be
delegate at large to attend the Grand teen yearn he has acte<1 as clerk and
Α.
Λ
P.
B.
for
Messrs.
We have
Division at Worcester, Mass. Miss Mary ealesman
Young,
one of the most useful articles to have around the house.
McLean, Portland, Superintendent of Hiram Lumber Co., and Messrs. Α. Λ Η.
a fine assortment to select from.
Work for Young People. Dinner and P. Young. Mr. Sadler's decision to resupper were served in the hall. The in- main in Hiram is welcomed by all our
stallation of officers in the evening was citizens. It has not been without regret
followed by an entertainment, music, that our citizens bave witnessed the gradreadings, etc. The session was much ual withdrawal of Hon. Almon Young
and Hon. Peter B. Young from the exenjoyed by all.
Mrs. Newport has been to Gorham to tensive business interest# that they have
visit her daughter, who is attending so successfully conducted for forty-two
normal school there.
years, and our good wishes will attend
Alton Perkins, whose buildings were their remaining years, which we hope
burned recontly, has bought the Cliesley may be many.
Mr. Sidney H. Jaques of Boston was
place.
AT THE PHARMACY OF
A special town meeting was held on in Hiram this week and bought a farm
Saturday at the town house. It was of Eli C. Wadsworth, agent of E. A.
voted to sell the Umber on the town Strout's Real Estate Co.
farm.
Mr. Harry B. Murch of Steep Falls
An entertainment was given Friday also bought another farm.
MAINE.
Kimball has been
Mr. Nathan P.
SOUTH
evening by the young ladies of the
Congregational Sunday School, members drawn as traverse juror ,for the special I ii
of the class of Mrs. Cook, at which the term.
F. A. IIITRTLEFF 4l CO.
F. A. IHTBTLEFF * CO.
On Oct. 10 and 20 some thirty Unisum of eighteen dollars was cleared.
»
versalis clergymen held a convention at
Dlckvale.
the cottage of Rev. Hewey H. Hoyt at
James Saunders is building an ell to Barker Pond, East Hiram.
We are having refreshing rains.
replace the old one which he has torn
Mr. Walter B. Twitchell of Intervale,
down.
R. S. Tracy has laid a hardwood floor Ν. H., was in towu Friday.
Mies Lizzie Barnee is visiting her sisin the dining room, put in new cellar
stairs, etc., to keep from falling when he ter, Mrs. Whitcomb, in Fryeburg.
Mr. Loring Sawyer of Medford, Mass.,
goes after a pitcher of cider.
If you are a boy and wear a 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-3, 4, 4 1-2, 5
Mrs. A. J. Farrar is failing. She re- is visiting his father-in-law, Mr. James
Ridlon.
H.
or 5 1-2 Shoe, you can get both ehoes and a watch for
suffered
a
and
now
shock
refuses
cently
Mr. Howard Clough remains in very
all medicine. It being her preference
medium weight and
These shoe» are good
Mr. Farrar cares for her
all the poor health.

Do You Want

Jas

Brown

a

Suit ?

Nearly every one does. WE HAVE THEM.
$7.50, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20.
Do You Prefer Nome Other

PleaueinÇ.ent?,r,î* °f

Color?
WE HAVE THEM.

PJ?°°

$6

Do You Think of

00
a

up to $20.00.

Black

Suit?
WE HAVE THEM.

Suits for

$12, 13, 15, 16, 17.

Suits for

Young Men.

What about Rain Coats,

Boys.

Top Coats,

Winter Overcoats? Better Look Us Up.

F. H. NOYE8 CO.

^Reading

enough

Norway

South Parle
SEE MY NEW LINE OF

FLANNELETTE

NIGHT ROBES and SKIRT5.
Also

a

complete

of the

assortment

Crown fluslin Underwear.

'DNewton

Our fall and winter line of Millinery is

most

attract ·.·.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

broody,

All

Ready for Cold

Senior Clothes
For Fall and

Weather

Winter Wear
cannot be excelled. There

WE CAN SHOW YOU:

Coats

$5.00 to $25.00

Furs

$1.75 to $25.00

Suits

$9.00 to $25.00

ish, style, fit and quality.
In

suits

rect

them

Chicago

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Clothier,
Furnisher,

106-3.

A New Fruit Jar.
"THE ECONOMY JARS,"
No
Sure Seal.
Wide Mouth.
rubber ring to fail and spoil the
fruit.

EASY TO SEAL.
EASY TO OPEN.

Shoes and Watch for $2.50

$1.00 per dozen.

PINTS

QUARTS
HALF

$ΐ·»5
GALLONS.$1.40

per dozen.
per dozen.

For Sale

toy

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,

day.

as MARKET

ι iOUTH

SQUARE,

mainw

PARIS,

The Ε, N. Swett Shoe Co., I ilew Fall
Opera House Block, Norway. Maine.

Styles

In Shoes

] Ladies and Gents, Boys, Youths,
Misses and Children.
The A. C.

SALS.

A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated

on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.
THE SHOP, LOT, MACHIN-

ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.
plumbing.

Kuppenheimer's

Suite.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

PARIS,

good
Plumbing Supplies.

Square,

31 Market

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

FOR

popular

Price $10 to $20.

Fully Warranted.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

the

Also agents for the cel-

One, Two and Three Quart
75 cts., 90 cts., $1.00, $1.25.

iP

in

by
cor-

We have

apparel.

ebrated

Hot Water Bottles.

style,

who like

Price $8 to $15.

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

right

men

arc-

after

shades of brown.

a B. 4 Z. S. PRINCE,

$2.50.

sought

young

larger

Mrs. M. J. Newell visited her daughter, Mrs. C. II. Bonney, recently.
Charlie Varney has gone to West
Paris to work for the Paris Manufacturing Co.
Willis Ames, who was operated on
recently for a severe case of appendicitis, is doing nicely.
Mabel Cummings of Portland visited
at M. M. Varney'» last week.
Harriet Newell visited relatives in
Norway Lake.
Paris recently.
Mr. Adam Kinsley went to Lewiston
Gladys Benson has gone to Dixfield
the 29th to see his brother, who has visiting relatives.
been in the hospital there several weeks.
S. A. Stevens, formerly of this place,
North Waterford.
who has been in Massachusetts for some
Will Kay shot k eer last week.
time, is now in Presque Isle. Bis health
The Bowers girls, who have visited at
is quite poor.
I). Π. Lebroke's for some time, have
Dr. C. A. Stephens has been in Bosgone to their home in Massachusetts.
ton for a few days.
Nancy Stone has finished her work at
W. S. Partridge and wife returned Hiram Holt's and
gone to her home in
from Auburn the 29th.
Albany.
Miss Elsie Favor of Norway visited
Mrs. Nellie Flint and granddaughter,
Mrs. Erueist Murch the 24th.
nearly
Mildred Rugg, recently viaited Mrs. P.
These
for best or every
serviceable, all
Mr. John Smith of Chester, Ν. B., W. Saunders.
time.
East Bethel.
Vernon
Farrar
for
was at John Wood's recently.
for
worked
R.
8.
over
You
world
the
sold
$1.00.
Tracy
Mrs. Herbert
watches are
Lord and daughter
get
Indian summer weather
promised
Helen visited Mrs. Annie Hazelton, Fri- drawing logs to the mill Wednesday.
for November.
both for $2.50. Remember all sizis from 2 1-2 to 5 1-2.
Eaal Brownfield.
Nathaniel
Farnum
and
wife
of
Woodday.
The hunters have returned with four
Mrs. W. G. Stickney and children,
Randall natch is working for Fred stock visited relatives in Peru recently.
one apiece.
Rev. A. A. Abbott is confined to the deer,
Whitman and Elizabeth, have returned Hazelton.
Mr. Odber Jones has gone to bis work
to Beverly, Mass
Will McAllister bought two cows of bed.
where Dr. W. G.
in the woods for the winter. He is
Mrs. L. A. Knight last week.
Stickney is very pleasantly located.
working for Carter & Co.
Locke's Mills.
Merle Morse and family are stopping
G. G. Mansfield is spending a few
J. M. and Z. W. Bartlett made a busiweeks in Providence, R. 1.
at his mother's, S. Lizzie Jewett's.
Mr. and Mrs. Ordell E. Bryant of ness
trip to Canton last week.
Thomas Lord has been the guest of
Winelow'e Mills spent Sunday in towo.
Mrs. Jennie Mitchell of Rumford visitMrs. A. F. Johnson for a short time.
Wilson's Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frost spent a few ed her home here last week.
Mrs. Cora Giles Baley entertained a
Mr. F. B. Howe is working on the new
Died, in Magallaway Plantation, Pet. days last week at Milan, Ν. H.
few friends Thursday evening, Oct. 20.
School began last Tuesday morning, block at the
£2d, Joseph S. Wilson, aged 73 years.
village for O. A. Roberts.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and family are The funeral services were
Miss Florence Skillings gave her
by Rev. Wm. Lorna Littlehale, teacher in the gramtheir
for
a
few
mar
weeks.
and
Lena Sewell in the school a Hallowe'en
occupying
school,
B. Hague.
cottage
Burial in the cemetery at
party Thursday
intermediate and primary.
Ralph Giles, Jay L. Frink and Sidney Wilson's Mills.
evening, the 20th.
Rowe were delegates at the receut conTba Hallowe'en supper and dance at
S. W. Bennett brongbt in a fine deer
Miss Helen Bartlett has closed her
vention in Lewiston.
recently with eight points. Tbey are Mt. Abram Hall Thursday evening was home here and gone to Massachusetts to
Alice Moore is visiting friends in Denwell attended.
tine
this
season
as
inusually
eating
spend the winter.
they
mark.
Mrs. Abbie
Trask
attended the
ire very fat.
Mr. M. E. Bartlett bas recently purMrs. Eliza Poore is at the home of her
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hart, accompanied Univeraalist Association at West Parla chased a nice driving horse of Mr. M. S.
G.
for
C.
an
indefinite
son,
time.
Poore,
Coburn.
iy Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Nason, have gone Wednesday.
The Congregational circle serve a , >n an automobile
A basket ball team has been organized
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett and daughter Miss
trip to Portland and with
chicken pie snpper at Bradbury Hall, ricinity.
Chas. Tibbetta aa manager.
Edna visited relatives at Berlin, Ν. H.,
They will also visit Boston beNov. 3d.
ι ore their return.
last week.
Mr. Hart is our local
Denmark.
Mr. J. S. Hutchins is having a two
fame warden and is now having his vaAlbany.
Mr. A. H. Jones and Sumner H. Smith weeks' vacation from bis mail route.
( lation.
F. G. Sloan recently sold a cow and
S. S. Bennett is up on a visit to the ι attended the grand lodge of Odd Fellows Mr. Leslie Brown is his substitute.
calf to J. M. Philbrook of Bethel.
< ild home and is a
Mr. Elmer Trask is on the road with a
guest of her daughter, leld in Bangor Oct. 21st.
Mr. A. W. Belcher has returned from handsome new meat cart made in LewisEvery one is very glad of the rainy 1 ire. B. S. Wilson.
Frank Allen of Errol brought up three lis trip to New York and Masaaohusetta. ton, and some nice, fresh looking meats.
nights we have been having lately.
J. M. Philbrook of Bethel was in town Dore surveyors for the Union Water
Mr.-Fernando Witham la having a bay
North Parts.
] 'ower Co.'s work above here Sunday. vindow put on hia house.
recently.
stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
A
Mr. I. H. Berry is making extensive
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Rich and little
moved hi·
A drove of hogs, forty in number,
Thurlow Hazelton has
in
in
Madeline
his
to
his
father's
of
Electric Power and Light.
household
driven
store.
rere
here
the
niece,
Coolidge,
Bethel,
through
goods
Valves and
'26th, epairs
were at F. G. Sloan's last week.
Mrs. Ahban F. Bradbury is reported aa ! iumner and has hired out to work on a
c oming from Twitchell's and Hancock's
business in general
a
and
order
in
All
doing
running
A. E. Cross raised 225 bushels of car- c amps at Parmacheenee Lake.
teing aiok with typhoid fever in a mild I 'arm in Hartford.
rots on about one-fourth acre of land.
T. J. Bennett, who has been suffering 1 orm.
0. B. Stevens is building a nice hen machine work and
Address,
Mr. Sydney Smith baa been the fortu· I loose near hi· woodshed.
1 rom a paralytic shook, baa been staying
Pigs are plentiful and cheap.
Mrs. F. G. Sloan visited in Bethel a. ι sveral weeks with hla nephew, C. 1.1 > ate hunter to get the only deer In this
F. A. Dunham and R. L. Camming·
·
:
ι iclnlty this aaason.
few days last week.
ι ire baying spplsa ia this vicinity.
i ] Vllson, Is gaining very slowly.

where

and overcoats

much

25c, 50c, 79c, $1.00, &c

New Goods and

communities

fashion is followed these

Underflannels

bargain

produced

that compare with tiiese
garments in point of fin-

5c to 12 l-2c

Outings

clothes

are no

good

Pipe, Fittings,
City Water.
repairing of

IV, S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

Ladies' Vici Kid, Gun Meta!
.usset

:

Calf.

Also

high

Calf,

Velour Calf, Wine Calf, a»1'

cut storm Boots in Russet and

Gents' Patent Colt, Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Velour Calf, Box Calf,
ι Button, Bals and Blucher cut.
High cut Russet Storm Calf for stormy
eather.

Call and See the New

y

Gun Metal Calf.

\N. O.

Styles.

Froth ingham,

South Parle, Maine.

CASTOR IA

<*·*»·

Πμ ttl Ym Hih Alwm Bwrtt

«<

IHe ΦχίσνΑ

Look· now like "fair and continued
cool" for election day.

jBrraacrat.

Mrs. William L. Gray
tives in Massachusetts.

SOUTH PARIS.

Mrs. Hattie Abbott of Sumner i« the
guest of her brother, Charlea R. Newell.

βΟΓΤΗ PARIS POST OrFlC*.
7 JO a. m. to 7 SO p. u.
Ο dice Hour·
URAND

TRCSR

is visiting rela-

Mrs. Whittle entertained the Ladles'
Flinch Club at her home Thursday after-

RAILWAY.

noon.

Commencing September 27. 1908,

were the salient features in tbe moral
decorations In Orand Army Hall Friday
evenintr, when the Seneca Club entertained the gentlemen there. Apples and
com hung from chandelier and door
lintel, candles shone through the grinning faces of jack-o'-lanterns, and all the
appointments of the room were in keeping with the occasion—for, although a
night ahead of the calendar, it was a
Hallowe'en party.
The ladies of the club showed themselves the best of hostesses. There was
a delightful informality about the affair,
but there was something doing all^the
time, and there was a variety about it
that precluded tbe possibility of tiring
of any one thing. Music by the Swastika
Orchestra furnished an accompaniment
to conversation or games, or sent the
feet flying over tbe smooth floor. The
unmarried tried their fortunes, and the
married made themselves equally absurd
in other ways. Blindfolded men pinned
tails all over a black cat, as well as on
various other articles in the room.
There was a season of table games, three
or four dances, and numerous other
diversions requiring various degrees of
intellectual effort.
One feature worthy of note was a
Tbe characgame of Characteristics.
teristics were written in bright and spicy
W.
P.
Mrs.
Morton, and were
rhyme by
so well conceived that when the men's
row was rapidly served up, three of the
women made out the whole list correctly.
A punch bowl of sweet cider stood on
the table, and for lunch there were
nerved sandwiches, coffee, doughnuts,

OHOBCHM.

Congregational Chureh, Rev. B. S
Ri'leout, Paetor. Preaching service Sunday,
10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School, 13·Ό0 Μ.; Τ. P. 3.
C. E., Sunday Evening, β Λ0 P. M.; SocUl Meeting, 7 Λ0 P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Tuesday evening.
Davis,
Unlversaltst Church, Rev. S. β.
Paetor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 JO
A. M. Sabbath School, 12Λ0; T. P.C. U. meeting, 7 KM P.M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C- A. Brooks. Pastor.
Preaching «crvtoe, ΐυΰθ-A. M.; Sabbath School,
13:00 1*7; 8oclal Evening Meeting, 7Λ0 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Epworth League, Sunday
rrtaay evening.
Second

The new fiber mill at Fairfield 1· turning out 700,000 pie plates dally.
Official information la to the effect
that the forent Area In Maine timber
lands have been effectually subdued by

"No, sir
"Talk slang?"
"No. sir."
"Know how to spell correctly?"
"Yes, eir."
"Use the telephone every other min-

"No."
•118.00.
"Lay for your employees when they
CHEVIOT SUITS in black only, cut
get caught In a block 6ome morning?"
in
odd sizes, semi-fitted with Skinner
"No. Indeed."
full flare
"Think you know enough about satin lining, velvet collar, extra
110.00.
and
fold
buttons,
to
only
with
and
skirt
apprecipunctuation
grammar
ate a good stenographer when you get
WORSTED SUITS of self stripe.
one?"
Directoire style, trimmed with fancy silk

MADRAS WAISTS, pretty patterns,
wide pleats front and back, long sleeves,

clusters of tucks between embroidery,
laundered linen collar and cuffs, $2.98.

SKIRTS of chiffon PaDama, black and
brown, trimmed around bottom with
three ailk folds, panel front, ailk fold»

put

on

17.60.

"I—I think so."
bands all around coat, cuffs and pockets,
"Want me to po to work, or Is your
slashed in sides with silk bands, fnll
time worth so little that"—
Hare skirt with fold edged with fancy
lie interrupted lier enthusiastically:
"Kindly ha:ig tip .vour things and silk band, a winner for $22.00.

diagonally on side·,

CHIFFON TAFFETA SILK WAISTS

nearly

very pretty,

all

colors,

ters of β tucks

entire front of 9 clus-

eacb,

and

large tucks,

tucked collar, and caffs, long sleeve, button front or back, $3.98.

FURS

MESSE LINE SILK WAISTS in white,
thie department
ie due to the right goods at the lfgbt blue and black, very fancy bandmade yoke, front and back, finished with
right prioe.

The

growth of

FOX

ISABELLA

pin tucks,

COL-

SHAWL

very

stylish

for

evening

wear,

LADIES' COATS in brown, navy and LARS, very large, soft and thick, fin- only $4.98.
A large assortment of lawn, Madras
wine with invisible stripe, semi fitted, ished with two large tails, $10.50, $15.00,
patch pockets and velvet collar, only $12.50, $10.00. Muffs to match $15.00, and silk waists that will pay you to look

let's get at these letters."—Judge.
r

Voted Twice.

Sir Gavan Duffy, formerly speaker of
tbe legislative assembly of Victoria,
was once returned to his seat by a
single vote majority. On visiting his
const ituents subsequently, he was received with a special warmth by an

over.
$12.50, $10.00, $8 50, $6.50.
COLLARS,
SHAWL
OPOSSUM
lar and cuffs of fancy velvet finished choice quality, very durable, finished
The yarns used in the making of these
with silk braid, silk braid front and with tails, some trimmed with animal
are carefully selected, thus assurgoods
match
to
back, only $7.50.
heads, $4.50, $5.08. Muffs
All of the imported hosiery is
wear.
ing
Irish fellow countryman.
"
COATS, blue and grey worsted, with $3.08, $4 98.
the "Hermsdorf dye, which is a guar"And so," said Sir Gavan Duffy to
invisible stripe, tnrned back collar and
THROW SCARFS of fox finished antee.
bis friend, "you were oue of my sup·

I Killers."
"No, sir." was the reply.
two of them."

"I

$5.98.

COATS, blue and brown cheviot, col-

cuffs, ripple back, patch pockets,
thick and warm, only $0 00.

was

bands, buttons and soutache braid,

seuse."

—

an

tails, very long,
finest quality
$5.98, $7 50, $9.00.
$5.98, $9 00.
with

J

$7.50, $9.00; yquirobtainable, $3 98,

LADIES'UNION SUITS, high neck,
long sleeves, tine ribbed, merino finish,
medium or heavy weight, 91.00; good
Opossum, some lined with figured weight fleeced, 50c.
satin, with pointed end*, $2 98, $3.98,
LADIES' UNION SUITS, the Oneita
$4,98.
and the button down

rel,

Muff

to

match

tbat button across,
exceptionally good value, $12 50.
BLENDED MUSKRAT, very soft ami
front, in wool, $1.50, 1.75, 2.00.
match
$8.50.
to
Muffs
00.
COATS, fine quality broadcloth in fine, $5.50, $8
LADIES' WOOL Vests and Pants in
PELERINES, of OposMum finished
green, black and navy, handsomely
natural or white, good weight for winter,
animal
with
head··,
trimmed
satin
with
Inlaid
with
back
tails,
trimmed front and
$4 50, $6.00; Cony, very SlOOpc.; very fine wool, $150. Vests
and silk braid, turned back satin collar $2 98, $3.98,
with
tails, $3.50.
soft,
and Pants, fleeced, 25c, 33c; heavy
fancy
with
braid,
and cuffs
fancy pull
made weight, 50c.
Fashion's
latest,
RUO
MUFFS,
silk facing, lined throughout, a beauty
of selected Fox lined with finest quality
LADIES' FLEECED Vests, elbow
for $10.50.
shirred silk, $13.50.
Opossum with
length, just the kind for the short sleeve
FUR LINED COATS, made of fine pretty lining $4.98.
50c.
and
muekrat
lining, very I FUR CAPS in many styles
quali- waist,
broadcloth, with
CHILDREN'S UNION SUITS, fleeced,
soft and warm, large fur collar, $20.00. | ties, $1.49, $1.98, $3 98, $4.50, «4.98.
good weight, 50c.
Squirrel lined, 127.50. Plush lined,

Not Modesty.
"Sometimes," said the p»*ess humorist. "I tlliiik my Jokes are rotten. 1
I'pose that's my modesty."
"So." explained a friend, "that's your

romtnon

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR

very

COATS, wine, castor, brown and black
broadcloth, front and back, collar and
cuffs handsomely trimmed with satin

The Boss.
"But." exclaimed the man of delicate
sensibilities, "will your conscience permit you to do as you suggest?"
"I.ook here, friend." answered the
New York politician, "1 am accustomed
lo be boss even of my own conscience."
-Washington Star.

Louisville Courier-

Jonniai.

DRESS GOODS.
and
Vesta
Pant»,
CHILDREN'S
neat and attractive. An fleeced, 25c; fine wool, 50c. Children'·
New,
coats
ladies'
have
175
We
assortment of pretty fabrics sel- thick wool in white or natural, price acto select from, ranging *n price
dom equalled in medium priced cording to size.
In Paris, Oct. 25, to the wife of Robert E. from $4 98 to $27.50.
Shaw, a daughter.
goods.
LADIES' HOSE, black and natural
CHILDREN'S COATS, brown, blue
In Norway, Oct. 26, to the wife of Randall O.
HERRING BONE WEAVE of self wool and cashmere, high spliced heel,
Porter, a daughter, Emma Elizabeth.
velvet
invisible
with
and wine,
stripe,
In Brownfleld, Oct. 20, to the wife of Byron |
stripe, designed especially for coat ami doable soles, 37 1 2c, 50c, Tfic; good
Anderson, a son.
collar and cuffs trimmed with soutache skirt suits for
general wear, in several
In Brownfleld, Oct. 23, to the wife of liarry A
silk braid down back,
and
75c.
weight for 25c. Fleece lined, ribbed or
•pii/.W.

Born.

now

colore, only
pull braid,
hemmed top, 15c, 25c, 37 l-2c, 50c.
| only $3.08.
FANCY DIAGONAL WORSTED with
In Andover, Oct. 7, to the wife of Bert Edgerinche*
42
and
soft
CHILDREN'S HOSE, fleeced, 12 I-2c,
in
worsted
pretty,
of
COATS
grey, pin stripe,
diagonal
ly, aeon.
In Waterford, Oct. '20, to the wife of Llewellyn
15c, 25c; wool hose, 25c, 37 l-2c, 50c;
red and navy, lined to waist, wide, $1 00.
brown,
Mlllett, a daughter.
HERRING BONE WEAVE, 40 inches cashmere, 25c, 37 l-2c.
In Norway, Oct. 26, to the wife of Ernest H. large fur collar, only $5 08.
wine and
Brooks, a son.
In Stow, Oct. 23, to the wife of Will Walker,

a

eon.

Maxim, a son.
In Buckfleld, Oct. 22, to the wife of Alton Damon, a daughter.
In Paris, Oct. 24, to the wife of Scott N. Mars-

ton,
In

a son.

Paris, Oct. 27,

the wife of Blon M.

to

Greeley, twin daughters.

COATS of bear cloth, brown, grey
and red, sizes β to 14 years, lined
througliont, very thick and warm, Ç0 00.

|

COATS of

bear cloth, sizes 2 to β

colors, $1.08, $2 08, $3.98.
Astrakhan, $2.08, $3.08, $4.50. Plush,

years, several

Married.
Canton, Oct. IP, by Rev. Bernard Christopher, Mr. Harold Hodge of Canton Point and
In

Miss Florence Uolman of East Peru.

Many others

$4.08.

|

select

to

from,

$2.08, $3 08, $4.50. $0-88, $7.50.

WRAPPERS,

The "Domestic," the kind that
gives satisfaction in every way.

Died.

wide, colors, green, navy,
BLANKETS AND PUFFS.
brown, very pretty for suits, 51.00.
We have a large lot for you to inspect.
PRUNELLA, satin finish, fust color
will not spot, permanent finish, 44 inch You can buy any of these with confidence
wide, 51.50 yard.
as to qualities and prices.
BROADCLOTH, PANAMAS, WOOL
One lot of 10-4 blankets, 'plain white,
TAFFETAS, SERGES, CREPES AND
BATISTES in all shades at reasonabl·· white and grey with faocy border, only

prices.

59c.

Danish Cloth and Poplinette in all
BLANKETS 114, white and grey with
shades, very desirable goods, 30 in. wide. border, 75c, 80c, «1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75,
Danish 25c; Poplinette 20c.
1.9S.
WOOL BLANKETS, large i.ize, in
GOLF COATS
extra large
grey and white, #3 50, 4.00;
Is a garment that women or children ami heavy, *4 50, 5 00, 5.50, 0 00.
should not be without. Comfort, warmth
PUFFS, 72x08, silkoline covering only
Puff, 81*68, figured covering
and durability are in them.
*1.00.
both sides of Japanese design, $1 50.
GOLF COATS for ladies, in wine,
Puffs, large size, fancy covering, tilled
navy, silver grey and white, very thick with fine
picked cotton, $2 50.
: and heavy, some with pockets, large
in
Coats
Golf
4.98;
$3.98,
buttons,
pearl
same colors,
lighter weight, *2 50;
Misses' Coats, $1.50; Children's Sweater?
Attractive to the housekeeper. Stock
and Golf Coats, 50c, 98c.
and assortment is almost unlimited and

WRAPPERS made of Print or FianIn Bryant's Pond, Oct. 29, Mrs. Thomas Green, |
nelete in light and dark shades of grey
aged about 45 years.
In Magalloway Plantation, Oct. 22, Joseph S. and blue, some trimmed with bias bands,
Wilson, aged 73 years.
others with ruffles, $1.00, $1.25.
In Hiram, Oct. 20, Mrs. Eugene Wadeworth,
WRAPPERS of Hercale or Flannelaged about 63 years.
In Fryeburg, Oct. 17, Mrs. Harriet Wiley
ette, medium shades of grey and blue,
Gordon, aged 65 year'.
In Lewiston, Oct. 26, Frank Elliot Tower oil some trimmed with tucks, others with
Norway, aged 46 years. 6 months. 7 days.
bands, with deep ruffle, $1.50, $1.75.
in Norway, Oct. 26, Mrs. Wm. C. Hobbs, aged
OUTING FLANNEL NIGHT ROBES,
77 years, 3 months. 10 days.
In Canton, Oct. 22, Willie, son of Mr. and Mrs. colors
plain white, pink, blue and fancy
G. M. York, aged 3 years.
some with yoke of hemstitched
In Paris, Oct. 29, Infant daughter of Mr. and colors,
LADIES' GOLF GLOVES in nearly all not a poor value here.
Mrs. Blon M. Greeley, sgod 2 days.
tucks, trimmed with feather stitched
braid, only 08c; fancy embroidered yoke colore, 50c, 25c; Children's Gloves, 25c
OUTING FLANNEL in all the plain
and heavy quality, $1.50.
Night Robe
LADIES' MITTENS, 15c, 25c, 50c, colors and fancy shades, 28 in. wide, 10c;
of good Outing finished with braid, 02c,
Second Hand Stores.
31.00; Children's Mittens nearly all col- heavy quality, 12 l-2c.
Plain yoke, 50c.
75c.
ors, lie, 25c.
FLEECE, the right good·

DOMESTICS,

I have more than a dozen second
CHILDREN'S NIGHT ROBES, sevLADIES' KID GLOVES, finest selecthand stoves and heaters of all kinds eral colors, 50c.
ed stock is put into these. Two clasp,
LADIES' SHORT KIMONOS in pretty
•SI 00, 1.25, 1.50; 12 button length, 52 25,
for sale cheap.
in sevmade of

15

years

maker

expert

wide, pretty patterns,

FLANNELETTE in light and darl
duckling fleece,
2.75; 10 button length, $3.00.
eral styles, 75c, 87o, 08c.
shades, some with fancy border, 27 in.
Long Kimonos
for
DOG SKIN, the kind that is good
in light and dark shades with pretty dewide, 10c.
signs, made of same material as short every occasion, $1.25; Mocha Gloves,lin-a
silk
CRETONNES and SlLKOLINES,| an
to
verv
Bath
wear, $1.00';
good glove
ones, 08c, $1.75, $1.08, $2 08.
endleHS assortment of colore, 12 l-2c.
ed, 91 50.
Robes, $2 50.

Watch-)

Bigelow

with

Kennard 4 Co

DUCKLING

for kimonos, 20 in.
12 l-2c.

designs,

A. D. PARK.

,

Boston.

All Work
Guaranteed.

Surprised

A little out of the way |
but it pays to walk,

GEMS,

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

|

With Dr. Parmentcr, Norway, Maine.

GOOD prominent points
STYLE is

one

of

the

in

The Farmer's Conveniences

favor of our

are

good care of
good wearing

men

His bills

cut in the latest fashion

paid by
a

ideas.

This store is the home of

Hart, Schaffner it Marx Clothes.

H, B, Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.
HULLING

CORN.

Raspberry

Plants for Sale

by the old way is a bard
I hereby give notice that I havi
and laborious job; but, by our new methfist-class raspberr;
six thousand
is
and
and
od it is very easy
fascinating,
for
sale.
They are all dug
If plants
a nice profitable business to be in.
thi
for
heeled in and

S. RICHARDS,

corn

planting

ready
you wish to make bulled corn that bas a
fall or next spring.
but
and
color
handsome
nice flavor,
firm,
Price SOc per 1Φ·.
[ not hard, with an easy method, you
will do well to write the Monadnock
F.
;

Supply Co., Dept. 70, East Jaffrey, Ν. H.,
for particulars.
44-6, 09

44-46

L. WYMAN,
West Paris, Me.

check

are

not

only

a

valid

convenience in the home

hand.

fabrics,

Why

not start an account now with this Bank

by depositing

Hulling

Free

There is

but also
transactions where very often the necessary
change for concluding a settlement is not at

receipt

take

who want

all wool

Rural

having his money on
his person or about his home where it is in
danger of fire and thieves.

of tailorcan

the

account avoids the risk of

them in excel'ence of

quality, in perfection
ing and in fit. We

to

Telephone.

have—and many do have—a checking account
The possessor of such an
with a good Bank.

the latest correct models are
always shown in this line.
We know of no other clothes

equal

of mail and the

another convenience which all Farmers should

CLOTHES;

to

not alone confined

Delivery

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

Will You Be One?

»

trimmed
material on aidea, only 13 98.

SKIRTS, chiffon Panama, black, blue,
laundered linen collar, $1.98.
and brown, flare cat with fold around
WOOL BATISTE WAISTS, white and
of
bottom, button through entire length
button either front or back, trim·
black,
$4.08.
front,
med with clusters of pin tucks, a winner
smoke,
gasped
SKIRTS of Panama, blue, brown and
"Why—er—no!"
for 11.03.
ishment.
ets trimmed with satin bands, fancy but- black, θ gored pleated with two 2-inch
TAILOR MADE WAISTS of âne linen
"Slam things around when business tons and loops, new flare skirt with fold •ilk fold· and three one-balf inch bands
is bad?"
with four rows of fancy embroidery and
edged with satin band, a beauty for between fold· around bottom, 15.98.

goVfernment

FOLETSnONEMAR

to fit and wear fresh from the maker, exclusive designs
A larger and better assortment that are made
in a large and prices low.
here
than ever shown before. Some can be found
COTTON WAISTS, medium weight,
of
as
etylee.
range
merchandise
especially fine
and dark shades, wide pleat over
light
well as medium quality.
SKIRTS, invisible check in blue,
shoulders, with pocket, long sleeve,
semiflare
inch
in
new
32
cat
style,
black and brown,
BROADCLOTH SUITS,
button front, only 08c.
trimmed with satin
with banda and button· of own

the office force how
much the firm owes and all the rest of
the private business you learn?"
fitted satin lined,
"No. sir."
banda all around, 13 gored pleated skirl
He was thinking of something else with 5 inch fold, nearly all colore, good
to ask ber when she took a hand In
value, $15.
the matter and put a few questions.
SUITS. Fashion's latest herringbone
dictat"Smoke cigars when you're
London
weave in brown, navy, wine, and
ing?"
latest cut, collar, cuffs, and pockIn astonbe

park

|

SHIRT WAISTS

DRESS SKIRTS

GARMENT DEPARTMENT.

ute?"
"No. sir."
"Usually tell

—

■

of Fall and Winter Wearables, as high in quality and lowly priced.
Never has the stock been better selected. In every department you will find Beauty and Economy Combined.

Tbe young womau was being Interviewed by her prospective employer.
Tbe man bit off bis words and burled
them at ber In a way to frighten an
ordinary girl out of ber wits.
"Chew gum?" he asked.

of smart old men, It may be

j

Few

a

Question· to Aak.

remarked that the iron work of the
schooner Robert McFarland now being
built at Thomaaton, is being done by
Otis Sldensparker, a blacksmith, who Is
81 years of age.

Miss Sarah Mills of Salem, Mass., is
TRAIN* UtAV* »<>L*TH PARI*
the guest of her sister, Mrs. T. M.
doing down .east)—5 3b a. m., ilall» ; 9 JO a. *., Davis.
!;»!:>· except Sunday; 4 :tt p. >»., dally.
(ioliirf up .west)— 9 50 a. *., d&lly ; 3 28 P.M.,
The poles have been set on Western
dally.
Ally «\cept Sunday ; 8 47 P.
evening, β:00 P. M.
Avenue, also Hillside Avenue, for the
Baptist Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
There waa no trial in the case of
CHURCH**.
incandescent lights.
Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbith School,
12 .Ό0 M. ; Prayer Meeting, 8unday evening 7 P. Frank Baldassari, the Italian who shot
A.
T.
Mc
Rev.
Church,
Congregational
Flret
Baker Phillips of Hebron has found
M., Wednesday evening, 7:80.
his brother Antonio on Crotch Island
W Sorter, Pastor. Preaching service, 10:45 a.
some weeks since.
8TATKD 11EKTIMG8.
Baldassari, indicted
!ay School 11:45 a. M.; Y P. S. C. Ε 6«ϋ employment here, and occupies the
Church
Evening service 7Λ) f. M.;
m ;
î·
Sessions house with his son.
F. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge, for murder, waa allowed to plead guilty
at 7 :30 p. m.
evening
Wednesday
meeting
pr»ver
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or to
not otherwise connecte»!, are cordially inmanslaughter and was sentenced to
A
Mies Helen Chapman went to Lewisbefore full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
in state priaon.
vited.
Mo. 39, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or ten years
ton Monday morning to complete her
Methodist Church, Rev. T. Ν Kewley, Paator.
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. at 8. M.,
M.: course at Bliss Business College.
it- -uii'lay, morning prayermeeting lu :00 A.
Oxford
full
moon.
Addison
after
Lodge,
Knowlton, 25 years old, unevening,
Frlilay
urcacblng servie· 10:45 A. M. ; Sabbath School
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
Mrs. Isaac J. Monk and Alfred 6.
married, waa ahot through the body
\· m
Kpworth League Meeting 6 00 p. * ;
full
moon.
7 30; class
afternoon by a rifle accidentally
Monk have gone to East Liverraare,
; rayer meeting Wednesday evening
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting Tuesday
-ce ting Fri'lay veiling 7:30.
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening. discharged by his cousin, Lester Knowlcalled there by the illness of a relative.
lUptlst Church, Rev. J. Wallace Cheebro,
Odd
meets
In
No.
31,
Wlldey Encampment,
ton, while the two were rabbit hunting
On *undav, preaching service 10:45 a.
>·λ-ι ·γ
Mrs. Winslow C. Thayer is visited by
Fellows'Hail, second and fourth Friday Even- near their home in
Y. P. S. C. Ε., β :15 Ρ.
•m
sabbath School 12 M
Swanvllle, and died
ings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
even·
her fattier, mother and brother, Mr. and
k
rayer meeting 7 Λ*» r. M. ; Wednesday
No. S8, meets on first and third Friday of each Wednesday morning.
Δ!1 are
Seats free.
n prayer service 7 30.
Mrs. A. T. Powers, and son Lewie, of
month.
welcome.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
Two important gatherings in Maine
I'nlverealtot Church, Rev J. H. Little, Pastor. Hanover.
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes last week were the annual conference of
tctilrg service every Sunday at 10 :45 a. m
;
Fred P. Chandler returned Saturday
Division, No. 13, meets third Friday of each
!av School at 12 *. Junior Union at 3:30
.·
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. S., second Maine Charities and Corrections at WatΥ. Ρ C. C. at 7 P. M.
*
morning from his trip to Denver, Col.,
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
ervflle, and the annual meeting of the
to visit his mother, on which he has
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
STATKD MKKTINUS.
Teachers' Association at Portland,
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall. Maine
been gone several weeks.
Regular
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 51, meets In both of which had a larger attendance
l· A A. M.—Parts Lodge, No. Ή.
New G. Λ. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening than ever before, and many valuable
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morton enter•. .· !ng Tuesday evening on or before full moon.
of each month.
F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet- tained at tea
were read and disoussions had at
Monday Mr. and Mrs F. A.
W. R.C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon- papers
Γ burs-lay evening of eacn wees.—Aurora
Mr. and Mrs. G R. Morton and
Hon. Warren C. Phileach meeting.
day evening.
!■
'.impment.'ilrat ami thirl Mon îay evenings Heidner,Mrs.
In
No.
meets
K.
P.—Lakeside
Ν.
O.
177,
W. P. Morton.
Lodge,
Mr. aud
brook of Watervllle waa chosen president
of in h month.
New G. A.R. Hall, on the first and third WedKebekah Lodge, No.
! K.—Mount
i'
of the Maine Charities and Corrections,
The Euterpean club meeting occurs pumpkin pie, squash pie, Indian pudding, nesday evenings of each month.
noete second acl fourth Fridays of each
Ο. υ. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, and W. H. Brownson, superintendent of
iiin In (Mil Fellows' Hall.
this afternoon at four o'clock, Mrs. cornballs, nuts in pumpkin baskets,
Hall
at
G.
A.
R.
meets
meets
No.
No.
every Tuesday schools in Portland, president of the
148,
W. K. Kimball Post,
10,
Λ. R
Opera to be studied Fruit in the same, and perhaps a few evening.
of each Burnham hostess.
t and third Saturday evening*
Tree
No. 199, meets Maine Teachers' Association.
P.
F.—Elm
Ethelbert
Nevin.
O.
Part
U.
R.
Norma.
esA.
Hall
have
Colony,
1*.
In
II,
other
odd
which
ntft.
may
things
η
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
Κ. Kimball Circle. Laillee of the O. A.
attention.
caped
The Portland city government ha*
month.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson left
■neets tlm *nd thlr<i Saturday evenings of
In all there were some more than
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 347, voted to condemn the
central fire stamonth, in Grand Armi Hall,
« ,i
Mr.
for Providence, R. I.
Monday
s
all of whom entered into meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of tion lot," so called, in that city, for
,,f v.—Joshua L. Chamt>erlaln Camp meets
Anderson will be away about ten days, thirty present,
month
each
.in third Tuesday evenings of each month.
the spirit of tbe affair, and the genthP
This lot is at the end of
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 3, meets In Ryer- purposes.
>f H.—Parle Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, but Mrs. Anderson will remain longer.
men at least pronounced it one of the son ball, every Thursday evening, September to Lincoln Park and one end of it Is almost
Saturday; during the
•s. ets flr*t and third
and
useand
third
In
of
to
first
sale
the
Thursday evenings, May
Don't forget
fancy
May,
best times they could remember.
.'.u.ler of the year, meets every Saturday,
opposite the city hall lot, so that when
September.
tarante Hall.
ful articles at the M. E. church Thursit is converted into a pftrk it will in1. 0. li. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
John's
Letter.
ùth
and
6th.
Nov.
and
was
the
Friday,
day
away during
Judge Jones
crease the size of Lincoln Park by the
e-. h month.
Stearns' Orchestra will furnish music
ν. E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
week on business. During the absence amount of its area. The city hall will
u second and fourth Wednesday evening* Thursday evening.
G.
F.
Clerk
Whitman
atthe
of
Judge,
No doubt to the most of people, when
be opposite one end of the park, and the
of sch month.
to the criminal business.
of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
connty court house and the federal
Mrs. A. A. Bird, who recently under- reviewing the past, several eras large tends
John Walker of the Poland Spring court house face on the park at other
ay evening at Pythian Hall.
*nd satisfying in the outcome, pop into
went a severe surgical operation at the
House has returned to Norway.
points. The amount of damages awardL'entrai Maine General Hospital, is re- iriew. It was something of an era in
Now do your duty and vote.
Hon. J. E. Alexander and wife of Au- ad by the city
on the lot is
ported as gaining well, and is expected >ur lifo when, forty years ago, the remlants of those things that nature had gusta visited Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Smith 1131,022.00.
Miss Ruth Bolster has been visiting home some time this week.
Mr.
Alexander
is deputy
'astened into our jaws for a special pur- over Sunday.
Mm. I)r. Clark at Freeport for a few
Hamlin I.odge, No. 31. K. of P., will
of state and a brother of Mrs.
There may be a better business than
pose, were pried out, and "I was glad secretary
•lays.
work the rank of Knight Friday night, when
the dairy business is in Bar Harbor, but
said unto me", "They are Smith.
they
·»·« if thrt f.ir»st lirns onirht to be
Nov. 6. All members and Knights are >ut."
The recent rains have made good the wo do not know what It is. The big
« .iked down to the safety point for this
irove of summer people that gather
requested to be present. Refreshments
Another era came right along, when many springs of side hill water.
season.
will be served after the work.
Mrs. Albert Thompson and daughter there every season must have the very
Childs furnished sub·
he first Dr.
left for Boston by special car the first of best of dairy products and are willing to
Edward Hounds and Miss Doyle of
The membërs of Mrs. T. N. Kewley's ititutes, and we became strongly at- ;
10
Dauville have been guests at J. D. Sunday School class met at the parson- :ached to them as the years went on, : the week. They were attended by sever- pay a fair price for them. Milk is
Dr. B. F. :ents a quart, butter 30 to 40 cents and
were never strongly attached ; al of their Norway friends.
jut
and
afternoon
organized
they
Haynes' for the past week.
ige Wednesday
Mrs. Thompson :ream—well, we do not dare to say, but
the name of "Careful Glean- :o us, and so the other night they went Bradbury accompanied
A high school sociable will be held in under
the
company hauls car loads of
"
"cbuffer" into a bot who is to be treated by a specialist.
with
tbe
a
and
were
served
Refreshments
apple
»rs
Adj Dr. E. C. Walker has sold his home- it toexpress
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tendance on Wednesday, Deo. 1,6, If had been professor of English literature biliousness, malaria and jaundice out of
•hall.
He leaves a your ayatem. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff &
further development· should seem to the in the University of Maine.
lee cream—Mr·. Albert Dean, Mre. Clara
widow and three children.
Co.'a drug atore.
court to make it advisable.
/ter «kltdrmiu amfé, μπι Mm οpimi—
Chaae, Mr». Cbarlee Hemming way.
..

Tha Young Woman Alto Had

the rains.

Speaking

A MOUNTAIN

ASSERTED HERSELF.

Mala· Naws Nat·*.

NOBWAY.

Gentlemen's Night of Seneca Club.
Black cats and wltche· equally black

your

apple

and

corn

checks?

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
Norway, Maine.

of

Heavy Wool, Rubber Lined
I

Dark Brown
Dark Brown

My line

or
or

am

selling cheaper than

U4&

Robes.

ever.

Black, 54x62 inches
Black, 54x72 inches

Bishop Fur Robes has just
Call and Get My Prices.

of the Celebrated

come

in.

$6.50
$7*50

JAMES N. FAVOR, SR«œ,UCKER
Ol Main

flit.·

iVorwAT. Maine.

CASTORIA For Infants and CJiiidnn.
Tk« KlBd Yea llir· Atvajs Boagbt

Bears the

"T

TpHIS
*

have

IS

to

give

notice to the

that the

public
purchased

the

Help

A

undersigned

PARIS BAKERY

Health

The

W. H ill-

from the estate of Herbert

The Ρ uzzler

ρ·»

No. 294.—A Queer Report.
Sammy Jones was so obstreperous
at school, retyslng to perform bis
dally tasks, that bis teacher seut blm

Th· Wiles off the Camel-Trader.
In Harper*· for NoTember, Norman
Duncan tell· of a night'· entertainment
Correspondence on topics of Interest to the ladies in Damascus, and IntrodnoM man*
Is solicited. Address: Editor Homskakub'
strange tale· showing that the camelCo Limn, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Puis, lie.
trader of the Eaat is even more wily than
hi· hone-trading brother of the West.
The Ujc of Turpentine.
Here is one of the camel-trader'· beat

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Turpentine is excellent and soothing
when applied to scald· and cute.
It will take ink stein· out of rnuilln
when added lo soap, and alao belp* to
whiten clothe· if added to the water in
which they are boiled.
Moth· will not oome near clothe·
sprinkled with turpentine; they aeem to
hate the odor.
A few drops of turpentine sprinkled
where cockroaches congregate will exterminate them at once, while It will
also drive red and black ants away.
Tan leather boots can be nioely cleaned with turpentine. Pour a few drops

W. Ripley, Me„ Sept a6, 1906.
"We have used the true 'L. F.* AtWith an increased wood's Bitters in our family for over
after this date.
I
home with a note. Sammy, fearing α
it far superior
number of helpers we shall strive to thirty years, and think
bad report, wickedly opened the note,
we
kind
of
the
medicine
other
to any
serve the public promptly with
Intending to destroy it. When he had
ever used."
Sincerely yours,
read Κ he chuckled: "Gee! Dad can't
Mrs. H. C. Nane.
find anything in that to lick me for."
Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.
Every household should keep the true It read: "In present life; liquefies; a
attention
And we shall pay special
"L. F." Atwood's Bitters on hand. Their bull tighter; a batrachian reptile; the
stimulating and cleansing action on ridge of a bill; early life; an eruption;
to serv ing
stomach, liver, bowels and blood aids that far; proof." Dad, however, was
these organs to proceed with normal a kink reader, and after studying the on a woolen cloth and rub.
Lunches
regularity and maintain the perfect deânitious and redlvlding the syllables
White kid boots can be cleaned by rubhealth of the body. For old and young he dealt with
At All hours of the Day.
What did the bing them well with spirits of turpenSammy.
rea
the "L. F." Atwood's Bitters are
tine, using a clean white rag; they will
report say?
35c. at druggists.
first appear quite yellow, but must be
I liable remedy.
We solicit your trade.
dried before the fire and flour rubbed
Cat Puzzle.
ier and will continus the business

Quick

Fred V. and Kate G. loll
A

new

for
Id the District Court of the United State·
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
FRANCIS K. POBTER, J In Bankruptcy.
of Paris, Bankrupt. )
In
To the creditors of Francis E. Porter,
the County of Ox fori I ami illetrict aforesaid :
of
17th
the
on
that
day
Notice Is hereby given
October, A. D. ΙΚϋβ, the said Francis E. Porter
the first
was duly .ntyudlcated bankrupt, and that
office
meeting of his creditors will be held at the South
Market
S
No.
Square,
of the Referee,
at
farts, on the 28th (lay of Oct., A. D. 1908,
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
claims,
their
said creditors may attend, prove
and
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct 17, l'J08.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

1908.

South Paris, Aug. ioth,

Lot

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Jobattended

No

bing promptly
charge for team.
L·. M. Longley,
to.

Maine.

Norway,

No. 295.—Thoma·

NOTICE.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. Iu Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
JULIA A. HORNE,
ef Norway, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Julia A. Home, In the
County of Oxford aud district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 17th day of
«Vtober, A. D. 1908. the said Julia A. Home was
duly aOudlcatwl bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of her creditors, will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the >th day of October, A. D. liW, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the
•aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, ami
transact such other business as may properly
come before «aid meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 17, 1908
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

J

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

Watch

is the choice of every girl who has
The reason is simever tasted it.

ple:

high-grade

pure,

Fine

materials.

Key

J. H. FletotLer,
Confectioner,

When his paws would touch the top.

No. 296.—Hidden Proverb Puzzle.
A well known proverb Is hidden In
the following four sentences, each sentence containing one word of the proverb and the words npi>euriug in their

rightful order:

Look uot behind you when climbing
perilous mountain.
You never know your capabilities before trying yourself.
A true friend "Will stand beside you
in the hour of trouble.
Never leap till you have looked.
α

Bargains.

Timekeepers.

Winders and Stem

Please call and

Norway, Me.

Thomas cat went up a tree
Which was sixty feet and three.
Every day he climbed eleven;
Every night he came down seven.
Tell me. If he did not drop.

see

Winders.
ntf

them.

No. 297.—A Number Puzzle.
Forty-five Is a peculiar number. It
can l.e divided Into four parts, of
which It is the sum, so thut if 2 be
added to the lirst portion, 2 subtracted
from the secoud, the third divided by
2 and the fourth multiplied by 2 the
result will be the same.
What are these four portlous?

B. Rloliards.

Opp· Blm Bouao.

293.—Blinded Word».
by boys.
Pu^out my eye. your vlsaye shows me.
the
sea.
o'er
a
I am
country
No.

I

am a

racket made

Put out my eye.

1
I

am a

Put

a measure

tlilnx demanded oft.

out

my eye.

a

mollusk

knows

Put

truly.

No. 299.—Carrying Puzzle.

the flue

(Equipped with Smokeless

fresh.

Aesop teils how a father and sou,
falling to ride their donkey in a way
N> suit the public, decided to carry him.
They luul uot gone far. however,
when they met the village schoolmas-

Device)

ter, who explained that as the man
was stronger than the boy and the
donkey weighed 220 pounds, they
should adjust the |»ositlon of the
weight so that the man should carry
125 pounds and the boy ninety-five.
Where should the weight be hung if
the distante from shoulder to shoulder was four feet?

Turn the wick high
Carry
ir low—no bothei—no smoke—no smell—automatic
smokeless device prevents. Brass iont holds 4 quarts.
burns 9 hours. Beautifully finished in nickel or
japan. Every heater warranted.
it from

room

to room.

"St

just what yx>u want for the long
evenings. Made oi hrass. nickel plated—latest improved central draft burner. Every lamp warranted.
II your dealer cannot supply the Perfection Oil
Heat or Rayo Lamp write our nearest agency.
Heater

the Puzzler.
No. 287.—Number Questions: 1. There
wen· ten geese.
". Five maids.
Male-fact or,
No.
2SN.
Charade:
malefactor.
No. 2W.—Stovepipe Puzzle: The accompanying diagram shows how the
storeyian packed his pipes lut») a
square box. The white spaces represent pieces that he fouud It necessary

Key

ALMOST
AS

to

—

mNBAKD Oil. CO*rA»T
llMOmM

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

to turn over.

is a metropolitan uuwspaper for busy people, almost aa
good an a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published ou Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

GOOD
AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local uewspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Tribune, which is

A

DAILY

No. 290. He beaded Rhymes: l'rate,
rate, ate. Flout, lout, out.
No. 291.—Cross Diamond:

Bold Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

■
Ρ
L

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos
Large Stock

■
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Pines, pies.
No. 293.—Mystic Ants: Servant, infant, slant, mendicant, truant, chant,
regnant, lieutenant

Organs.

of New Pianos and

Ρ
Τ

Ko. 292.—Outrai Exceptions: Hopes,
hoes. Dream, draiu. Tones, toes. TiRouse, rose. Maize, maze.
ger, tier.

Organs

s

Κ

Κ
Α

HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
The Above is the name of a German
one of the many valSecond hand pianos from $125 to $175. chemical, which ie
to buy for New Year's present.
uable ingredients of Foley's Kidney
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and Remedy.
Hexamethyleuetetramine is
Write for

other musical merchandise.
a

good

trade in musical instruments.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

Here is reoognized by medical text books and

authorities as a uric acid solvent and
antiseptic for the urine. Take Foley's
Kidney Remedy as soon as you notice
any irregularities, and avoid a serions
malady. For sale by all druggiets.

W. J. Wheeler,
Billings Block,

Parle,

Soutli

PLEASE

Keep

When in want of

anything

In

in our lines

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

Dawson—The facial

a

plainly

Maine. indicate character and disposition. In
selecting your wife, were yeu governed

by her chin?
Spenlow—No;

MIIST1D!

give us

features

since we married.

call.

but I have been ever

soothing spray of Ely's Liquid
Balm, used In an atomizer, is an
unspeakable relief to sufferers from Ca-

Tbe
Cream

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails, | tarrh. Some of them describe it as a
Godsend, and no wonder. The thick,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
and the
foul discharge Is dislodged
Hoqm Paints,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

.Barn Faints,
Boof Faints,
Wagon Faints,
Our paints include Impervious,

Faroid

Booflng—The best of all

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Liquid Filler,

Heath Jfc

roofings.

Milligan,

and Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

try imitations.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doora in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We have a
Ttlaphonee and Electrical

few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and see them.

Supplies—We sell

Ignition

best for automobiles and

"Colombia

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

breathes freely, perhaps for the
rat time in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm
contains all the healing, purifying elements of the solid form, and it never
fails to satisfy. Sold by all druggists
for 75c., including spraying tube, or
mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
Street, New York.

Satient

Linseed Oil,

Batteries" the

I

She (at the musicale)—Mis* Screecher
sings with wonderful realism, don't you
think sn?
He—Tes, you can almost see tbe crack
in her voice.
IF

YOU

ARE OVER

FIFTY READ

THIS.

people past middle age snffer
kidney and bladder disorders
which Foley's Kidney Remedy would
core.
Stop the drain on the vitality and
restore needed strength and vigor. Com·
menoe taking Foley's Kidney Remedy
to-day. For sal· by all druggists.
Most
from

in producing good pastry are that all the utensils
should be clean aud free from dust;
that the flour should be perfectly dry
and of the best quality possible, and the
The chief

butter, lard,

You receive intense, direct Keat
from every ounce oi fuel burned—
there are no damp chimneys or long
pipes to waste the heat from a

PERFECTION Oil Healer

Paatry Pointer».
things to observe

me.

deposited, arranged.
out my eye. a youth unruly.

ans

well into them to restore their pristine
freshness. When quite dry, carefully
wipe the flour off.
Turpentine applied with a bit of flannnel will (especially when the stains are
deep) restore the whiteness of ivory
knife handles.
Gilt frames can be cleaned by wiping
with a small sponge moistenthem
ed with oil of turpentine; wet the
sponge only just sufficiently to take off
tbe dirt and fly marks, then allow the
frames to dry of themselves.
Turpentine is an immense boon for
blisters on the hands, while it is also
good for corns on the feet.
Turpentine is a simple and safe remedy
for unbroken chilblains.
Persons suffering from rheumatism
can have a little turpentine put into
their bath water.
The method of removing spots of
paint, oil, grease, or tar from silk, woolen or linen, is to pôur a few drops of oil
of turpentine on the place and let it
soak in, say, for half an hour; then gently rub in the turpentine, when you will
find the foreign substance crumbles out,
as it were, leaving the fabric as before.
Carpets can he both cleaned and freshened by going over them once a week
with a broom dipped in hot water that
bas a little turpentine in it.
New paint is readily taken out by
spirits of turpentine; also, used liberally
and well rubbed in, it will remove varnish from coats, dresses, etc., likewise
cloth boot tops.
A mixture composed of equal parts of
turpentine and linseed oil will remove
white marks on furniture caused by
water; rub it in with a soft rag and wipe
off with a perfectly clean duster.
To remove stains from marble, take a
wine glaseful of turpentine and ox gall
and mix into a paste with pipe clay. Put
the-paste on the stain and let remain two
or three days.
An excellent polish for floors is made
of half a pound of beeswax, shaved, put
into a gallipot and covered with turpentine; stand by tbe flre to dissolve. When
using, put some on a flannel and afterward brush with rather a stiff brush—
such, for instance, as a scrubbing or
boot brush.
Furs that become greasy in wear can
bo rubbed with turpentine previous to
cleaning them with warm bran.

or

drippings

perfectly

Finely-chopped suet is a very economical substitute for butter, but this kind
of pastry should always be served hot.
When mixing the paste, add the water
gradually, working it together with a
wooden spoon and knoading until quite
smooth. A cool band and a light touch
are very essential to insure good pastry,
while if possible a marble slab is preferable to a board for rolling out the paste.
Nowadays, too, glase rollers may be purchased, which are better tban tbe wooden ones.

Kich, light pastry must be quickly
made and quickly baked. If allowed to

stand long before putting in the oven it
becomes heavy.
To make puff paste, take half a pound
of butter and half a pound of flour and
work the flour into a smooth paste with
a quarter of a pint of water, mixing with
a knife.
Roll out to an inch thickness,
break two ounces of butter into small
sift some flour
pieces, lay on tbe
over, fold tbe paste, roll out again, using
another two ounces of butter with flour
as before, repeating twice more until
butter is all used.
Flour both rolling pin and board to
prevent sticking, and be sure the oven is
quite hot before putting the pastry in, a
brisk oven being essential. It is wise to
put in a small piece of paste to test the
heat. About twenty or thirty minutes
is the average time, according to the
thickness of the paste.
An economical pastry is made by rubbing half a pound of butter lightly into
Mix
a pound and a quarter of flour.
emooth with water and roll two or three
times. If used for fruit tarts, mix in
two tablespoonfuls of finely sifted sugar
before adding the water.
Or allow six ounces of clarified dripping to one pound of fiour and mix with
half a pint of water, treating as above.
Or five ounces of finely-chopped suet
mixed with one pound of fiour may be
blended into a emooth paste with half a
pint of water.

pasfe,

Some Few or tne winter styles.
The short empire waistline is greatly
in evidence, but it is the skirt cut high
in coreage effect that is meant, not the
Empire skirt of former days, hanging
loose from just below the bust. Another
favored style is the tunic effect in a
great variety of forms, which may ultimately bring about the revival of draped
models.
The long transparent sleeve of net or
chiffon, which is now seen so often in
dressy frocks and which has to a great
extent replaced the short sleeve, is considered more chic if made in a color
matching the costume than in white. It
must of necessity match the guimpe, and
a dark guimpe is almost universally unbecoming. The problem is often solved
by tilling in the low neck with a guimpe
matching the sleeve, while next the face
is a shallow little yoke of white or cream
color.
Velvet will be very fashionable this
season, as it is a fabric eminently suited
to the clinging Directoire styles. Black
chiffon and mirror velvet are considered
especially smart. Costumes of this sort
are trimmed with black silk braid or
soutache of an extremely glossy charThese braids, used in different
acter.
widths, are employed to form handsome
designs at the front of the skirt, and extend upward to well above the knees.
The designs do not, as a general rule,
begin at the hem, but start from bands
of broader braid trimmings, two or three
of which ornament the foot of the skirt.
Tailor suits are this season made with
Most of
very long semi-fitting coats.
these are from forty to fifty inches in
length. Some have pleated skirts, but
the majority are gored. While many of
the coats have the Incroyable collar,
their trimming is generally in mannish
effects and in dark felt colore. They
have armholes that are normal and
sleeves that are almostclose-fltting, with
A few
a slight fullness at the top.
coats—and these are the smartest of the
as
sleeves
tailored—have
severely
smoothly set in as are those of a man's
coat, with no fnllness whatever. In
some coats the arm size is concealed by
the fiat braid or band trimming used
elsewhere on the garment.
Other suits of this class have waistcoats. collars and cuffs of velvet, dull·
gold braided, and show strong contrasting color reliefs, especially the gray
suits. On the greens, mauves and blues

tale·:
"In my life I have roved mnoh—from
the Lebanon hills, through the country
of the Druse·, and to the aouthward a
journey of ninety day· into the Great
Deaert, where no Chriatian may go. To,
Nejd went I in my yontb, with my uncle,
a rich man, who dwelt there, dealing in
camela; and to him came a merchant of
Dsmsacu·, with three hundred camel·
for Mle, the which he bad driven for
thirty day* over the perilous deaert,
having heard that the sickneea had created a need of beaata in Nejd. 'I am come
with these three hundred camels,' said
he to my uncle, 'and now I must sell
them at a price or lose the fortune I
bave invested In the enterprise. Qod
forgive me this undertaking, whioh has
been too great for my strength! I
am worn out with traveling, and In haate
to return. In Damascus,' said he, 'they
ask twelve napoleons for a camel; but I
am so weary of this business that I demand no more than ten napoleons for
each of my herd.' 'It is a reasonable
thing,' my uncle answered, 'but I must
first consider the matter.'
"Thereupon the merchant departed:
and presently my uncle called me from

lrté,Mèés

:····

|
I Stories of
Singing Mice |
I

·

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••s
1

Not long ago α lady living In the
λ few days with a friend in
Tbe room in
■ big country bouse.
which her friend placed tbe lady to

city spent

sleep was ui>on the top floor. In tbe
morning, about daylight, tbe stranger
was awakened by tbe softest, sweetIt sounded like tbe
canary, but finer, more

est bird music.
notes

of

a

and less piercing than any
canary song she bad ever beard. She
could not see tbe singer, but Its voice

delicate

the house.
"

'Abdullah,' said be, 'you have beard

this man, but he baa not observed you.
He is a simple man, now in bard case indeed, being able to drive hia starved
beasts no farther, and God has enlightened me with a plan to outwit him. Do
you ride into the desert, where he may
not encounter you before the time; and
at this hour to-morrow do you return
and present me with this writing, riding
in haste and aa one come from a great
distance. If all goea well, we shall presently have much to thank God for.' All
this I did—and, indeed, with much art.
I came hot and dusty, with the mare in
a lather, galloping as with a message of
warning against sudden attack; and I
fell from the back of my horse at the
very feet of my uncle and the merchant
from Damascus, crying: 'God be thanked that I have arrived ! I have sped far
and most cruelly with this letter, being
commanded to deliver it in baste by your
agent in Damascua.' Ί am busy with
this good merchant,' answered my uncle,
'and will read the letter anon.' But I
besought him by the Prophet to open
the message, lest some misfortune befall
him; and having indulged me he gave
great tbanka to God for His compassion,
and spread the newa which the letter
contained, whereafter he came again to
the anxious merchant.
"
'God have mercy on you!' said be.
Ί have no need of your camels.'
"The merchant demanded an explana-

tion.

'The price of camels,' answered ray
uncle, 'has fallen to five napoleons in the
camel-market of Damascus. Here!' said
he, 'read the letter for yourself. I grieve
for you, friend, for it seems indeed that
God would castigate you for some sin.
Come!' said he, Ί am an honest man,
with a heart of compassion for the unfortunate, and though I hesitate to interfere with the obvious purposes of God,
I will take pity and risk my soul's health
by giving you four napoleons a bead for
your camels.' The end of it was," Abdullah concluded, '.'that when they had
bargained for seven daye, the merchant
being hard to reduce, my uncle gave six
napoleons for each of the three hundred
camels, and profited much thereby, for
there was a great need of beasts in Nejd
at that time. I learned much," he added, "from that cunning man."
"

"Drunk With Thy Beauty."
Charles Dickens': once had an argu
ment with a frit .id a!io:it Byron's ex
prerrton. 'i»n:iii; v.Ith thy beauty."
whi.-li lie made great objection. Dur
;
MOUSE 8ΓΝΟΙΝΟ.

another and smiled.
"It isn't a bird at all," said one; "It's
a singing mouse."
"Why, I never beard of such a
thing!" exclaimed the visitor. "Is it
sure enough a mouse?"
"Dead sure," was the answer. "It
keeps around the attic and the top
floor. Time and again we have tried
to catch It and cage It, but we never
could. We have all seen It and heard

in driving an
per hour on
what it is to drive a locomotive engine
at a like speed.
Multiply this feeling by
a hundred fold and one may get a faint
conception of what the guiding and driving of an air-car through space means.
The sense of physical, mechanical, and
mental mastery over one's machine, over
one's environments, and over one's self
is so complete, so buoyant, exhilarating,
exalted, that one feels more fearless than
he ever did with his feet on the firm
earth. Indeed, one is in another and a
higher world mentally as well as physically. One feels that a great weight has
been lifted from his shoulders. His
body is stronger, his mind is infinitely
clearer. lie sees himself riding upon a
sunbeam or a starbeam; there flashes
aoroMH his vision the snowflake or the
raindrop in its helpless fall; by him
passes the cloud at the mercy of the
wind, and on the crest of the storm he
walks as a god upon the waters."—Har-

per's Weekly.

RAW LUNGS.
When the lungs are sore and inflamed,
the germs of pneumonia and consumption find
lodgement and multiply.
Foley's Honey and Tar kills the cough
germs, cures the most obstinate racking
cough, heals the lung·, and prevents
serious results. The genuine is in the
yellow package. For sale by all drug-

the <ii. ct: ion the η·ιν.·ϋ·:| gazed
!··<
if e;ir:»p 'ιΐν.Ι at his host's fair
icinil daughter. who w.:s in the room
At i ".i-f he sprang to his feet, struck
: d:\imalie attitude. clavMed his heart
with his In nils a:i>l stalked to the
window, wh· re he wrote on the white
ng
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Han and Wife Wanted.
Man and wife age between 50 and

43tfj

noticed that It tried to run up
octave with its voice and at the end
of the octave make trills for all the
world HUc η soprano prima donna. She
could see Its little throat throbbing and
mouse

YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

an

60

Patents
I RADE

Ïleurisy,

mAun·

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
and
«ketch
»
lending
description may
Anyone
whether an
quickly ascertain our opinion freeCommunie*
Invention II probably patentable.
tIon»atrlctly coiifldeiitlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta

free. Oldest aitency for securing patents.
Patenta takun through Munn h Co. receive
rptcial not let, without charge, In the

■ent

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest etr.
culatlon of any aclentlOc Journal. Terme. $3 a
year: four months, |L Bold by all newsdealers.

Mats, Mirrors
&

jj|£

ÈSTSBUSHE1)

1831

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,
▲2fO ADMITTEDLY Til*

Leading AgrMiiral Journal of tlie Worn

Every department written by specialists, the
highest authorities In their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compara with it
in qualification* of editorial staff.
Given the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.
INDISPENSABLE TO

Mouldings 5,

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

ceased ; petition for an allowance out of personal
estate presented by Luella F. Sessions, widow.

Sarah J. Fojre, late of Canton, deceased;
for order to distribute balance remain-

petition
ing In his hands preaented by John P. Swasey,
administrator.

Eliza Π. Moor·, late of Paris,
flirt account presented for allowance
S. Wright, ex'cutor.

James G. Davis of Canton,
and final account presented for
John P. Swasey, guardian.

deceased;
by James

a ward; flr«t
allowance by

Aaron O. Corbett, late of Paris, deceased;
first ami final account presented for allowance
by Fred H. Corbett, administrator.

Sarah J. Foye, late of Canton, deceased;
first and final account presented for allowance
by John P. Swasey, administrator.
Franklin Iluntres·, late of Hiram, deceased; first account presented for allowance by
John L. Huntress, administrator, D. B. N. C. T.

Filter

Eugene A. Barker, late of Rum ford, de
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof pre
sented by Julia K. Barker, the executrix therein
named.

Is

ADDISON E. MERRICK, Judge of said Court.
V true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

Strainer

and

of the greatest Sani-

one

tary inventions of the

age.

No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with

NOTICE.
The subscr1l>er hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
FRANK L. SMITH, late of Hebron,
in the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against tho estate of said deceased are desired to ρre sept the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
FLORENCE E. SMITH.
Oct. 20th, 1D08.

A.

W. WALKER & SON
in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonto

sell

towns

derful invention.

Willard M'f'g Co.,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
SAMUEL HAZELT1NK, late of 1'arls,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased arc dr sired to present the same for settlement, ami al Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
SETH BENSON.
Oct. A)th, UKW.

Lewiston,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that lie
has l>ccn duly appointed executor of the last
will anil testament of
LOUISE K. STRICKLAND, late of I'arls,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
t ond* as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for i»cit!cment, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
WALTER L. (.RAY.
Oct.30th, MM.

Haine.

Cocoa beans grow in
pods on the trunk

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby
been duly appointed
estate of
LOUISA S. SMITH, late of Hebron.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Oct.iOth, lime.

»

and limbs of

They

! times

deli·

a

tropical

cate

tree,
six

contain

more

food val-

,ue than beef.

We

NOTICE.
The subscrllie r hereby gives notice that lie ban
been duly appointed executor of the last will
and testament of
ADONIRAN J. FULLER, late of IHxlleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
S. R. LE I. AND.
Oct. 30th, lflOS.

the highest

use

beans that

cost

grown and

nothing

in

are

there
our

is

cocoa

but cocoa.

That is why it if
the most delicious of
cocoas.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Dairy

The

A.

gives notice that he h.i
administrator of the

Optioian.

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
TKAIS'KD MICK.

longing to Mme. Mluua Scbloesder of
Mme. Schlocsser α
Liege, Belgium.
number of years ago wan very ill, atul
it took her α long time to get well.
One day elie saw a tiny mouat· playing hide and seek with α sunbeam upon
the floor. Next day and the days following she waited l'or it to come again

and scattered some breadcrumbs fur It
to eat. It quickly found them and saw
where they came from too. Λ mouse is
easily tamed, and in a few days tbe
small creature would stand upon its
hlud legs, with Its fore paws held ont.

and beg for food like α dog.
When she got well she felt ho interested In the mouse tribe that she began collecting various species of the
family from different parts of the
world. Khe now has 182 different kinds

WHO WISH TO
KEEP VP WITH THE TIRES.
Slagla Subscription, $1.50(
Two Subscriptions, $2.60 ;
Vive Subicrlptloas, $5.60.

Lowest Prices ιι Oxford Coiinly.

SPECIAL INDVCB.HKNTS to BAISEUS OP LiBGEtt CLUBS.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Four Months? Trial Trip δΟ cents.
SPECIMEN COPIES

mailed free on request. It will pay anybody Interested in any wny In country life to
Mild for them. Address the publishers :
will be

LUTHER TUCKER A. SON,
Albany. IV. Y.

tP"Subscription- tah-n at this office.

WANTEI».

IIH.P

WORK IN FLORIDA THIS WINTER.
We want applications for positions In Florida
during season 1908-00. Kare both ways to those
accepted. Write to day enclosing stamp. The
4'.* 45
Co., Jacksonville, Kla.

FOLEYSKIDNEYCURE
Right
Makes Kidneys
and Bladder

Spearborn

pt

mice.
But of all these hardly any can sing
except the gray brown bouse mouse
that we all know. Mme. Schloeseer's
choir contains nine common mice and
one striped Barbary mouse. Khc trains
them to sing by puttlug in the same
room with them a number of canary
birds in cages. The mice imitate the
>

(ooking-R&nges

birds and sometimes learn to slug even
better than they.

Our New

A Child'· First Prayer.
My Father, hear my prayer
Before I go to reat.
It Is thy little child
Who comcth to be blessed.

Ran^e

me

longer.

That 1 may

coal.

Three sizes, "Palace," "Castle," "Fortress."

All the

j

famous Crawford features

—

Then look upon me. Lord,
Ere 1 lio down to reat
It la thy little child
Who comet h to be bieased.

The RftMtar.
Can you name two words where the
five Towels follow In successive order?
"Facetious" and "abstemious."
What words may be pronounced
quicker and shorter by adding another

syllable to them? "Quick" and "short"
What word of At· letton can you
take the ant two letten taam and
here one raoaia? "gfn—"

Wool
to close out odd

Made

present : Single

Union St., Boiton
by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., 31-35

SOLD BY ALL LEADING DEALERS

ON

—

Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,

MAINE.

The Maine

Κ. W. C HANDLER,

Builders' Finish

Complete

Map 0/

A new Township and Railroad
Maine Revised to date.
n«d« it
Every OFFICE and HOMK
for bandy reference.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
West Sumner

Sheathing for Sale.

CHANDLER,
Maine.

PARKER'S
HAIR BAL8AM,

Cletnwi and bewmnt* the hair.
l*romotc« s lDiurlânt growth.
Never Tails to Heetojr· Gray
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Cut· κ*1ρ dim··* a h*ir tilUng.

428 Towns

Full Statistics of All State Interests

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside 01
Outside work, tend In your orders. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

W.

Business Directories

Of 20 Cities and

Also Window & Door Frames.

F.

Register

CONTAINS

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Slie or Style at reasonable price·.

Matched I'lne

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

are

Asbestos
Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Chen Flues,
*Booklet
free.
Indicator.
Oven
Oven,
Backed
Improved

A LOW PRICE
Lord, help me every day
To love thee more and more,
To strlvo to do thy will
And worship and adore.

Winner !

a

last year has won
The new range that we introduced
—there is more
all hearts. The old End Hearth is gone
into a Hod far below the
room on top—the ashes fall
and the grate to last
fire, making their removal easy
full of
The Ash Hod when emptied is returned

all my aina,
sleep thla night
In safety and in peace
Until the morning light.
Forgive

She—I hear Miss Chatter is talking of
getting married again.
He—Didn't know she was ever married.
She—She wasn't; I said she was talking of it again.

"Is your husband all that yon think
he shonld be?" asked the Yisltor in a conare used black silk fancy braids and large
of voioe.
braid buttons, round, oval or ball-shap- fidential tone
other,
"Not exaotly," replied the
ed.
"Bat he's all I oan expect.
Coat suits are being made np with two oomplacently,
He's my fourth, and I know 'em."
styles of skirts. One of these bas a
slight train, is gored, has tunic effect
Winter blasts, causing pneumonia,
The
and is
fabric-button trimmed.
and consumption will soon be
other is short, sometimes pleated, and
ere.
Cure yoar cough now, and
often satin-trimmed.
The prominence of the high boned col- strengthen your longs with Foley's
lar in all costames and separate waists, Honey and Tar. Do not risk starting
except those strictly (or evening wear tbe winter with weak lungs, when
together with the application of some Foley'· Honey and Tar will cnre the
form of high collar to street suits and most obstinate coughs and colds, and
outdoor wraps, is a new feature in this prevent serions results. For sal· by all
season's modes.
druggists.

«Jr ;>!>Isiî: hair.
:'iv |tru:.·<«· might

ihy

gists.

Foley's Honey and Tar clears the air
irritation In the
passages, stops the
throat, soothes the inflamed membranes,
and the most obstinate cough disappears.
Sore and inflamed lungs are healed and
strengthened, and the oold Is expelled
from the system. Refase any but the
genuine in the yel.'ow package. For
sale by all druggists.

r

and Pictures,

Working
it, but that's all. It Is α little gray 60. No small children.
Its notes soar people ; woman a neat housekeeper
mouse with a long tall.
washaway high up as clear and loud as any and one that can do her own
kind
of
and
and
canary's that ever was."
good
sewing,
ing
NOTICE.
The man to be either
Singing mice, though very rare, are disposition.
subscriber hereby gives notice that he
occasionally to be found, and always in mechanic, farmer or laborer, no baaThedeon
duly appointed executor of the last
musical families where there are either
and wilt and testament of
rummy or swearing man wanted
EMELINE H. CUMMINGS, late of I'arls,
canary birds In cages or people who tobacco
The
is
not
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
agreeable.
using
All ]>er»one having
law direct*.
play on musical Instruments and sing.
find
an opportunity bondaaethe
can
demmds against the estate of said deceased are
It Is the wonderful imitative faculty right parties
for settlement, ami
saine
Home
the
to
dcslr^l
present
worth looking for, a Good
of the tiny rodent that makes it atall Indebted thereto arc requested to make paybox
to
Free
D.,|
205
ment Immediately.
by writing
tempt to reproduce the sounds it bears.
EUGENE F. SMITH.
Oct. JOtti, 1!«W.
Maine.
Λ woman who had a tamed singing South Paris,

now it

automobile seventy miles
a smooth, clear road, or

:

Growing

Furnished of Tr··
on 8m;ll PI et».

what can lie done with rough, steep
■ind P-J.T land The Γ nltcd States has
enough of th;·t kind to grow billions of
feet of lumber.—Pathfinder

If you suffer from constipation and
liver trouble Foley's Orino Laxative
will cure you permanently by stimulating the digestive organs so they will act
naturally. Foley's Orino Laxative does
not gripe, is pleasant to take and you do
not have to take laxatives continually
after taking Orino. Why continue to be
the slave of pills and tablets. Sold by
all druggists.
Feels to t-iy.
"Human flight is a new physical and
mental experience, and it· sensation·
and emotions are so unlike or are so
much more intense than what is felt on
the earth's surface that going up in an
air-ship for any length of time is really
living in another world. We have all
been bo busy trying to fly and trying to
imagine what effect· flight will have
upon life upon the earth, that we have
failed to record the effect· of flight on
those who fly."
Captain Thomas W. Baldwin, whoae
dirigible balloon ha· been purchased by
the United States government for military purposes, pronounces this opinion
of the sensations of flying.
Captain
Baldwin has spent more than twenty
years on the problem of aerial navigation, and during that period baa made a
hundred ascenaions and voyage· in the
air.
"The first experience of flight," Captain Baldwin continued, "is the most
wracking mental and phyaical tension.
Indeed, going into battle, facing a storm
at sea, or struggling with a Are doea not
equal it for trying the nerve·. There
are, of course, situations of suapenee
when the element of fear will more unman one than that felt during the first
moments of flight by a beginner; but
nowhere else does one seem so helpless
against a fatal accident. This feeling
will be shared by every one on his first
voyage in an airship.
"But the reaction on the nerves of the
aeronaut when be perceives that his ma·
chine is working and that he is not only
actually flying, but controlling hi· own
flight, is aimply indescribable. Some of
us know what the feeling of mastery is

hereinafter

At a Probate Court, held at Paria, In aod
for the County of Oxfore, on the third Tuesday of
Oct., In the year of oar Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and eig ht.
In these flr.tes of great drains on the baring been presented for the action thereupon
It
la
hereinafter
Indicated,
hereby Obdkhxd :
timber supplies. caused 1 >y the heavy
That notice thereof be given to all persona Indemand fur forest products of nil terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
In the Oxkinds. Americans uiay tee In Japau an published three weeks successively
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at 8outh
example of what can Ik.* done in grow- Paris, In said County, tnat they may appear at a
Probate Court to 6e held at said Paris on
ing wood on small plots.
the third Tuesday of Nor., ▲. D. 1908, at 9
contains
21.000.000
That
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard therecountry
wood lots, about three-fourths of which on If they see cause.
Mary Abb Warren, late of Hebron, debelong to private persons and oneceased ; a copy of a lost codicil to the will of said
fourlti to communes. The average size deceased with
petition for probste thereof preofrfthe plot Is less than nine-tenths of sented by James A. Flanders, the executor of
the original will of said deceased.
nn acre.
They usually occupy the
Part· E. Rogers, late of Brownfleld. desteepest, roughest, poorest ground. In ceased ; will and petition for probate thereof prethis way land Is put to use which sented by Francis A. Fox, the executor therein
named.
world otherwise go to waste and If
Jacob Colbjr, late of Brown Held, deceased ;
nil wooded would lose Its soil by the
petition that Edward E. Colby or some otber
wash of the dashing rains.
suitable person be appointed as administrator
of the estate of said deceased presented by EdFrom Japan's wood lots the yearly
ward B. Colby, a son.
Is
about
of
lumlter
eighty-eight
yield
ttowsrd £. Corbett et ale, minor chilfori, board measure, an acre and three- dren and heirs of Aaron O. Corbett, late of Paris,
In
many deceased; petition for license to sell and convey
fourths of a cord of firewood.
real estate presented by Nancy D
Corl>ett,
eases the yield is tnuch higher. More guardian.
than SUO.'iCO.GCO trees are planted year·
E.
Oelhert
Adklns,
R.
and
Mildred
to tell
1;· tn ma!:e up what Is cut for lumber minor'*, of Canton; petition for licenseJohn
P.
and convey real estate presented by
and fuel.
Swa«ey, gur.rdlan.
With all the can; In cutting and the
Ernest L. Packard of Hebron, a minor;
Industry In replanting it h by no petition for license to sell end convey real eitate
are
forests
presented
by Lydla E. Packard, guardian.
means certain that Japan's
Eliza Francis, lat* of I'eru, deceased ; petiholding their own. If the preservation
tion for license to sell and convey real estate
of the forests Is doubtful there. It is presented by A. E. McDonough, administrator.
evident that depletion must I te alarmFreeman C. *tacy, late of Porter,decease·I;
ingly rapid in other countries which petition for an allowance out of personal estate
A. Stacy, widow.
eut unsparingly and plant very little. presented by Mary
late of Woodstock, deto
Sumner
Restions,
Is
It
encouraging
hand.
On the other

Example

?ee

impressed her so much that when she
went down to breakfast she told the
family of the music she bad heard
and asked where tbe bird was that
The family looked at one
made it.

Picture Frames

mwbatk woncn*.
Te all penona intonated in either of the letetee

WOOD LOTS OF JAPAN.

|

Price,

Postpaid, $2.00.

GRENVILLE M. DONHAM

PUBLI5HKK,
Building,
390 Congres· St., opp. City

PORTLAND, MAINE.

